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THE 011'1(1 AL
Ifletorns Frew the ( treaty Eleethee
Leal.
Bi-Ch'oride of tio'd treat-!
Guaralteed Cure for the Ter-
rible .Iorphine Disease,
The (leg 1.4
edly the tn ot p-rfeet end peet-aet
cure for lin .4 orpnitte :Ay
ILTOSItillellf NM... aid gentlemen hey..
teem eitred here, .1 ere woe f
trout tit. threldem of the tiradiy
drur.
A tetra. gu.ranteed evetv esee,
and moue:. will be refunded
of Neut...
Toe remedy 14 sofe. ettre. P'elemit
an.1 etre-led.
DRCNEENNESS IS A DI-EASE
- Nile/ ttitioh hs dree led it4 . eon
eunirr rY,I, or env or eered
lorry Ai If is often a, diative
begottt n 11 -.11 t.
vitt v HESITATE TO RI': TRBATED?
The beet and no•st otornineot men
it% the cowl': v h•v • been o! the
heble A- .1 are-preild id the
feet. tree nite'e self of se evil
habit cootmen.tahle. ki-rtiernher,
THE HA011elf INSTITUTE ge. r.olteee a
cure, ehstrism no, hitig iu ease of kil-
n:1)i and
WILL a;ve SIll0 IN (10Ln
To eny ooe.we i et the eiet •t ;he..
t estiw' f. . 1'i, t ht.
• 't it Is ;nit
On OM at., 11%.•IS.
The litrip.1 tie aasplute. v eese rov-
e for tiqate., en! •o.ver retu..t.
salespieteereitivered by the petent.
Cofriltimmience contiden t ;al and
HAGEY
tit 11 et lieg Go • '11, Ky
r!. T. GRINS-TU.11a, M. D ,
voielan in Cilarge.
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_
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Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Inflate
and Children. It contains neither Oplutn, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substanCe. It is a harmless oubstitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee et thirty years' use br
Millions of Mothers. Castoria (testi oys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Diarrheas and Wind Colic. Castnria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the ft...41, regulates the otomach
and bovielx, giving healthy and natural sleep. Can.
toria is the Children'e Panoceee-the Mother's k'rleoil.
Castoria.
"Cast -ella loan excellent medicine for chil-
dren. Mothers hare repeatedly told Inv ot
rood sand upon their altildren."
DA. G. C. Os000n.
;lowe/l, NAM.
" Castorla Ls the best remedy for children of
which I oni acqesuited. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers wil I consider tbe real
Interest of their ren, and IDA Castor's In-
stead of the variousquack nostrums which art.
lestroying their loved ones, by forcing opium.
norphine, soothing 'wenn and other htirtal
gents down their threat thereby sena d
tesm to premature graves."
Pa. J. F. Knocamea,
Conway, A_rt_
Caszortl_
"Caincris is ro wed aisle/4i "," Men
reetnntra•Du .1A-Up• wsr1•41.1.7 :f1111C11pLit30
ILMOWD L. me."
II. A. Ancege, 11E. D..
lll So. Ostorli 3rooklyn. F. Y.
'• our p,lysitiaas In the cicidasii's dep.:et
men& have 'Token highly of their expert
coca in their °wade practic, Casimir.
and althotmh we oniy oxiiong our
niedida.1 .7-ippliest what I; knuwa as regula-
product& yet we are Mee to ecnfere that the
merits of Castor's. has oca us to "out vvi.th
favor upon it "
VATTED HieLPer•L Alits Insec•FLART,
1:0•1.,A., Rain
A.Lliav C. Sant'. Pres_
'The Centaur Company. T7 idurray Strne' , 'rash City.
1.111.111011MIMINIWIIIIM AL: MUM 311INSIBMINIM
.11VO
U 4'e
...Z. V ry wc'-teathi,r Of
[WI 
P
Evr-ry Ro,ader In Our County!
Eery ill or NOE' This State!
3IEX.a
WILL 13 T. A " ONCE IN rE;IESTED IN OUR
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCLMENT.
The opprkrtunify ( f a life-time presents itself to you.
We have *.ffee!ed arrang,,?,nrent; whereby every person who
read,: or b-eoupls a«rigilted NN'tlr the facts published irk
this announcemeat, may secure at once, in eonnectiort
witt fill s:!ripti,ii for this paper, ani at a ridiculously
low exp •::$ --a mere baget- le in cenroarison with what-
we have nue to off.,- r. naaw!v. :111 i vain:3 equal, in
cash, to al-.),Irt
30.00 FOR 83.00,
Or ion I an Seenre It FREE: Read Onr offer Belew:
Teasaurus Prierless Value as a Treasury of
A'notried4e
For the people, that world renowned. most popular of all Eneyclopredias,
in the English language,
Clinkrs tocydopvlia,,
4 tAliirs*al-
COMPLETE IN 30 HANDY VOLUMES
OVER 12.000 PAG ES
Seine a hest:11(0. clear reprint of the Edinburgh and London edition of Chain•
her.' Eneyelepeedia. a librari -of iiiiiieto.al knowledge for the people. e itk
very large additions upon told.-- of speelal Interest to .kmeriesii reader+, end
rii ling .1 aerican stati.tics of population down to and including the censtoi ef
Isle,.
aye Kit HER. thit ir-eat Eimyelopedia (mutiny's TiiiirgAN Ds yen:. r nor RAND, or as -
'V MUM. e,..I.rtLeIrti all 041ttieet• It 1134111 Itt. iinntsi of human knowledge: yet. I ii Ile !nor- l :ass
• aceee sp 'daily lidwissresi art clew Chits givi-s 1 ointed. prin7tical. exolttit awl most intereie -
Ion saline wst ire Whir Mt IOU both f ,I t e•twlent arot getter .1 testier. eare IMRE ram* AN-
viceroys ritClitNitiALITt its anti corn go rat ot ely vied .41 h. no,..,,r ,ient,,se sign ...„3, ..a.„1. „,..
110 timpelature who. er-viii tie psiociiii.t 115-114 other ty-cluiediiiii prepartA for seienti tic lied
profit. in it nee *Mine, The I' intatiltttill A PitEs.0 vroll es y :Is ' Vert ewer •ni 11,i,t.te v•i le ref Our .I.: 'myelin swiss is Pi happy 'elution of the
- : of fat ses. -nut c .- ve..iet i.e. It w neither bulky nor sup. reels! . It iii. ti e book of
keine anal:ion .''
i -Went/ Eiseye.,seirlia bow always oce i pie" a front [Yarn among the cyclopeil'ic!
ais reset d
gen . sot wft.t. In pftet N 1,r1r.. f cis lv i.intopeetll y, on some fsu to or matters ben-mire
..4,..sol,soi II ••.; soca'. i -la -.M.o..% it •iirion ti -.era ohr, Moilictue., lies tit and I i
eyelets! or III•ott . I t,•,' frti. 14, 4 I I Pop!, lir ontiles .41,,• . ; Lit •Intlire, N.tointl Philiosiohy
.i atr v L•r.etilt........ \I -i, .,11,/t.,•., . r -,,, v of the tins MIMI S.reit.-5, If you co, AVAI
i 'titbits siips.rtsooty ,,, ..eu re A A Ltd ibis great Enerciot ',dm.
. wen amps as een1Wionsol Mk we h 'sr of dengestehy interee Int. entivrtaining and
insv ire raadOla.•811.10 y. u desire to vitop y yourself with a vaot library of surti matter.
fad. of,ssr.ety in .il ils if ••TISI -ilanlity? I ytIll .10. avail yourself of t Ids opp mtunity to previa.,
lowlife:tits th's In v..le a -)!•.- mind popular F.; 'Wye Ili/P.11s.
3,,bsi oork a, swims,. e filltome haring I iatrimea• vs' UP. to Ors/sent to your relative. tr
Were% or 4" 'nutrient, d fir•rv, or rer the rib drat Mu of the NIA. of pun' own housebc Id ? lif
g,........641griere fi. yonr exesptioo ti iiiiportnnity s
• p„ .,-.,a op...eel:do ”ression• fiL• securing extraordlnar harzaIns, an I would yin' sso-1).
ears is rel Mtn,. Eotvelvpso is riots? N ,w hs your epportusii Seo full poetical:Lira in i.
speend 4 /fr C. given be'ow:
tee
ObR UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.
TintAregtar r Atte prim isf th. imported edition sir this lin n,ei,:i.. re,,renee 1 .iriary Is
$10.10). The Cod to you for . f i'l set, complete, printed on g . J pip •r, in beautiful. clear
tvp, gum& y nen„,1 ,n II ',ow.. ,,,set,i, o.iivered, tree of t .i-t to pm, together wife oneir
,..r. berrlpf ism for tie. paper, WI!; "goy be toe.
Will girt sal deliver free,
To Every New or Old Subscriber,
A set of the Eneyelsiiii. lin, complete, tot ther W.th ythir's sunset. iption tu WARILY Nita
Sici, on /receipt ot etoe
• - To Every Old Subscriber
Whose enmenfintweriut ion is palil up. in All v•nee. a full set ist the Eleyr'OlswiLfi. receipt
of 44 which anutunt page stwo 1..or end:in/W/11 11111,4Crtptiuu..oui. year from 'late or expira-
tion.
To Every Person.
A oif t,f this Enryclopeil frau-, to ev,ry p is ho Obta 1114 for this paper St new sh-
allop ri pi lone. an.' who emits or hands to ul tome to pay for ttters. ts 00 add', inal must
tu each ease where the new ',Ili critser iitniree to r. 1•11.41, a vet of thy Envy,: o-
pasha.
Now is the time to Subscribe'
Now is the time to obr,ain SUbSCriptions:
oppiel"witi V 4 lit, ha •• thi it. for mere orlfit.,iginvi sod nomplete set
nf them* sled C editi in of Enc)iiiiipredu s. The denial:id will lie
large. -Thereibremeste who wistril make ewe oi avoiding delay oh *nlil ant ist Once. Orden.
WIll lt41414114 wows.), and turn it s ree"Iv4.1. Hat we :0i/se LIMO )dosts attention. Let •11
vitt pregsgitig. 'dress.
NEW EPA CO.,
Ky
, Rubt. Woaicirkdo e
LIVERY, FEED AND SALL iliTAELE
NTalige
NEW SPRING
GOODS!!
New anJ elegant “ock 01
SPrillg Millinery Goods
-AT-
Mrs. 111. E. Rodvrs.
Dress Making by Mks Lula
N1ell.
UMW STICK. SIITISTIG DESIGNS.
1.4.131Es tonN T FAIL TO 4. Alit. ON
MISS IDA ALLEN,
THIg RCLLINER-
Ninth Street, nf xt door. te
John Moikyon's.
My stock is larger than ever be-
fore. It embraces everything nice in
ladies', misses' and cildren's head-
wear. I have had twelve years ex-
perience its a trimmer, and *feel that
I am justified in believing I can
pleaee the most • fastidous. 11
prices are the lowest and would ap
preciate your patronage greatly
Please call before making your pur
chaaes.
ALL TR NOVELTICS. LOWEST PRICE! •
-4t ONCSG0110101001
COMPOUt-.D.
A e..-ent discover; • v ni
old physician. Suerei;artil-
ly used nuonihiy by thon•
sand's of lad ei. IP the on•
ly perfect!, WO anti tella-
ble medicine dlocotered
Beware of unprincipled drugosto who rifle}
tuft rior medicines In place iif this. Ask hi ,
Cook's Colon R wit Compound, take no sub
stitute, orncismeil and Scents In eostiage
letter. •nr.. we will send,sealed, by retur
mall Eull sealed pal-Oen:are In envel
.ipe, iactiesonly,sotae.p...
Address I.11.1 COMP NY,
No. 3 Fi•ber Block. Detroit, M lci
sold In lloptIntiville by ft. dordwicl
Gaither Wallace an•••Iruzslias
Christian Circuit Court:
Anna E. Brownish. Plaintiff
s. Equity,
W . T. Rronhusla
Norte* Is IS,- ehr 'Uteri ?hitt HI, gib eft.. Datil
.-t- 1,11. !ti ...•' • .111 F.
C ter. of odd on( t.etai ami pi /0 fa,.
the ounri tu ARI,1 Anus w I. n
naugh to in sat.,,,,nt Meta, II1A4 b•/•Utll and
trade at hist own name. as if ails were* @legit
woman. and gist' to use, th ploy well knit dig-
p.r.e of all her proliertv. tool. tiers-nil and
mixed. :sow owned itry bevel whietli h-•
hereafter iirquire loon the deists. contracts
manogemo t 4.0ntroi of her silt.
tineiiand by deed or will, and in oil reoliert 14
sinsuage aril control her tiroprrii :S. if shi
were a single anti ii noiarriwi A nil I
rreby designate the Hi plonsvalle NEW Ea..
s mashie newspaper to pub' ish this notice ior
test days.
t el. nth, Ise,. Attest .1. M ‘TARLING.
Clerk of said court.
V ALLINiOViaaTH,
Atka s for Petition.
Pli0Ft.HONAL
VI . LL KKK J. is. ati.ass.00rii
Late Oa. Judge and Puirlic Adrift. aril
lath
& ALLENSWAT11
-Attorneys At Lew,-
110PK1NtiVII,LE, - K ENT UCH'S
Souln,side Court H
Re ter fe Ran of HopkinocIlle Planter-
Bans atid First 11.1.1.1 dank.
Spertal wile g 1. I ti let*
thin.
HUGH McKEE
A.ttornpv Liavv.
ete.ciai attention :aril to the 44)111.0-
tint: of clairue. mil -se Dyer Plnlitet
Hank.
ilea
WO:A) u BELL
AILIIOYS Al bal.
°FILCH IN HOrritli ttLiocK. Ur liTalitt
W rowdies la tile oourts ellrlittlat
sort srltolnina winnteas. JR",
E. P. RUSSELL,
(Formerly ef Elkton, Ky.)
ripician
-Office at Dr. fliekrriae's 01d and.
COO rt Street.
Joab C. Brasher
-ATTORNEY AT LAW-
And Real Estate Agent-
opkineville. Kentucky.
J, T. Hanbery,
Attorney At Law.
"HIE MAN AND 1101.
thr I,
-rowed 1.1it 01.1%, gut:
t-tr.• o Mul-
1 to 1.•,..1 ilf W.I. 41,11 the 'sowing,
s -,• now the weeds so high that si
The wsiked mit hao 0011- Ili.? .hing!"
There eo tars his Ile ion ai'erpo-cal,
A lath n with the terntleld'A splendor.
The how al .1 p.1.1.-.4 Pe rl t
heconly Id noised purple tend •r:
lie ei •••et father, tve how fair:
The 'leer lent Gd I has %et them th.o.e."
itissii W. Watts.
N iv. I 3.
EX PIA IN THN,
Intl I nu I an all al the Ilioireos Office
..1 the Nets Era and eet a RI:-
517,000 live aril.
In s priv .te •ardiee io
eitioati live two f.tuilies f
aree e- ; two groan InsIttoly o
sittj tine child Odell f8111ily yet there
te rimiu iv% Of six peopl- are PO C I
!IL Weil (hitt 1 is anowg Hi( one
tat ber, Itree mottle's. two are Wit1
.110 11444*', one grand
in 'thee two aunt., nee ti (ic one-
nep`lea ne Di( tM, WO eousitr, too
-1-t. r lie law, one trother• iu-law one
11(1-1 a ty..1 tint W
retA
t takr.
Pie/WN' IR04 CITTERS
NEART
op.Paints Ride, lillioulder andIn all forms. Pelpitaties,
Antlea. -Weak sod Smothering
t;repry. Wind Hs llitomaelia. etc.. am
• r -1 Dy DR. MILES' New HEART CURE.
docovi:ry by checminent Ionians. rpecial•
61.1°'rEeAr ClEreTek 11:ckOniger
: Lid for twrive years. "},r Vim? yearS
i• wIti Thwart lli•el.Ne: two or
- ivilt.a.g• HEART CURE ei.red Me.-Leri
-.t.rsiii,Ilocharin. Mich." E. 1`4,1:25'n,
, , oaten OR. MILES' HEART
ORE fi rile:11S tmutilo with crent mantis Mrs.
Fitchbura...-• Mimi...weskit tor 1951oara with
tie rt to hire house help, lived oti
. •4, tassl: used Dr. Mies' HeartCure
Ir ft Ler; e••nstant WS cured L,4*.
itrated boot Vann st orussIsta. or addrcla
Dr. Mlles' Medical Co., El khart, Inds
, C If .1.!
U.1.
TIERS
cure
1 he worst cases
Of Skin_
Disease
From a
Common Pimple
On the Face
To that awful
Disease
Scrofula.
Try a bottle
To-day.
Send 3 2-cent stamps to A. P. Ordwoy & Co.,
ILCALOn, MAAS.. for best medical work published
A N atural Food.
Conditions f
the syst.rn arise
NA hen- c,r(linary
food3 cea!--e to
build flesh-
there is urgent
need of arrest-
ing waste-assistance must
come quickly. from natural
icoil source.
Scott's Emulsion
is a coldensiltion of the life
of all foods-it is cod-liver
oil reinforcGd. made easy of
di.gesti;,n, and almost as
telataile as milk.
l'• • - • • "i •," -MarroMi•
IMO .••••••••CSIMMIlilinliallikOM fa • IM1,11/CIEMMINNEMP
SYPI14.1.„.;-0, b,
• o• r• • •. • vroof•An.114,1411LA
ICI 4 IN fromi.....1.curaa.
cur*,
COOK FE 1.1E DY CO., Chicago, IR.
f) 11.1.3.90.••••rn 1.r !!. id' !Nevem A resat
EtINYhOrfiL, PILL
...ace..., Oats Geoid...
cart, •3•Jor ta0,1[•. tat
Cin-Are••• ',Wort Di•
sw.m.1 11:14 and •115.551lie
arr .52 h 1,15 f15,501. Tam
r. :.4.44-04,444
• , •• • • • 
%. 1•4•4,,,,s, or 5.4 KA.
. , TM 5,1510151.14 Sol
. P-1••• . by Mom
In. • • N.1.•• Payer..
CA!..11...../r Sql•SPIA
fro.
e
•
CC.r.:. i•- :try' eeblw sts si
. Parker's 03:eve
• • • •ur• Tnr wt.
I .r
PAitl(E.R S
Hatt/ BALSAM
• . • z es the
r s ••11 .
! 5 i'....oto arty
• . .• ..fu I Color.
- S• r
indispf nsable in
Every Good Kitchen-
As every good housewife knows,
the difference between appetiz.
ing. delicious cooking and the
opposite kind is largely in deli-
cate sauces and patatable gra-
vies. Now, these require a
strong, dtlicately tlavorxxl stock,
and the best stiick
LIEB!C COMPANY'S
Win prset ice In the L;ourto of t'hrtstiari and EXTR ••.CT CF BSEF
elJoinies Counties
Special attention pald to the collec
tion 01
claims. (Riles With . I Landes.
 
j(Afivs
J. C. McDavitt GLoYEitoorosmT,,T owlet
Over Kelly'. Jew••,'y
Poi.vrv-,v i l 11' i• V
B01.1) ta  14)01,
TotwOrtill Parlors, seven'''. sire. t. •
garopeaa ".1/111111 1
tel 'Forel
IT
GIVES
FRE SH
NESS
AND
CLEAR
SKIN.
,
C 
'RATION
athicss
SK'N
DIEA iriES ‹O'Comr-_r • •
F IT 110111714.11/nY1 I 
An as-rpos, hie Laxative and I.C.
Reid IT I irilgkrigtwor sent byrnati. 25c..61J0..
and UAW per package. &unlike free.
KO lin,,TP-e'lv"te"'
SEVION
AND ITS DEFEATS
Was Dr. Titimazkos Sub-
ject Sunday.
To-day and One Hundred
Years From Now.
lie Speaks in Rezaril to the Ne-
eessit) or Death and
Deca3.
His Sermon Is One Filled With
Consolation to the
Troubled.
‘‘There Is No Sorrow That
Heaven Cannot Cure."
Ohlit ion a Monster That Seallow a
!hien Fa er) thing. Sais The
Celebrated Minieter.
HARACTER IS ETERNAL.
BROOKLYN, Nor. 12.-Kev. Dr. Tal-
mage today preached a sermon of unu.su-
al and inat'Velous consolation to the usual
throngs after theY had sung:
Them le no oorrow that heaven cannot care.
The subject was "Oblivion and Its De-
feats." The texts selected were Job xxiv,
20. "He shall be nu more remembered,"
and Psalms ern, 6, "The righteous ishall
be in everlasting remembrance."
"Oblivion and Its Defeats" is my sub-
ject today. There is an old monster that
swallows down everything. It crunches
individuals, fasnilies, communities,
states, nations, continents, hemispheres,
worlds. Its diet is made up of years, of
centuries, of cycles, of millenniums, of
eons. That monster is called by Noah
Webster and all the othr.r dictionarians
oblivion. It is a steep down which ev-
erything rolls. It is a conflagration in
which everything is consumed. It tit a
dirge in which all orchestras play and a
period at which everything stops. It is
the cemetery of the human race. It is
the domain of forgetfulness. Oblivion!
At times it throws a shadow over all of
us, and I would not pronounce it today
if I did not come armed in the strenirtii
of the eternal God on your behalf to at-
tack it, t 3 rout it, to dernoliala it.
oeuvioat's  geo 
Why, justeleeirway theAirirces
of the earth disappear! For awhile they
are together. inseparable and to each
other indispensable, and then they part.
Some by marriage, going to eetablish
other homes, and some leave this life,
and a century is long enough to plant a
famiiy, develop it, prosper it and obliter-
ate it. So the generations vanish.
Walk up Broadway, New York; State
street, Boston; Chestnut street, Phila-
delphia; The Strand, London; Princess
street,Edinburgh ; Champs Elyseee,Paris;
Unter den Linden, Berlin, and yon will
meet in this year 1898 not one person
who walked there in the year 1;93. What
ingnIftnent! All the ordivary efforts at
perpetutition are dead failures. Walter
Scott's "Old Mortality" may go Tonne.
with his chisel to recut the faded epi-
taphs on tombstones, but Old Oblivion
has a quicker chisel with which he can
cnt out a tie-emend epitaph,. while "Old
Mortality" is cutting in one epitaph.
Whole libraries of biographies devoured
of bookworms or unread of the rising
generations.
All the signs of the stores and ware-
houses of great firms have changed, un-
less the grandsons think that it is All ad-
vantage to keep the old sign up because
the name of the ancestor Was more com-
mendatory than the name of the descend-
ant. The city of Rome stands today,
but die down deep enough and you cone-
to 'another Rome, buried. and go down
still farther and you will find a third
RA ant-.
Jerusalem stands today, but dig down
deep enough and you will find a Jerusa-
lem underneath, and go on and deeper
down a third Jerusalem. Alexandria
on the top of an Alexandria. and the
second on the top of the third. Many of
the ancient cities are baried 80 feet
deep, or 50 feet deep. or 100 feet deep.
What was the matter? Any special ea-
houity? No. The winds and waves and
sands and flying dust are all undertakers
and gravediggers, and if the world statels
tong enough the present Brooklyn and
New York and London will have on toe
of them other Brooklyna awl New Yu' kis
and bunions. awl only after digging and
boring and blasting will the arclurolo-
gist of far distant centuries cone) down
as far as the highest spires awl domes
and turrets of our present American and
European eities.
Call the roll of the armies of Baldwin
I, or of Charles Martel, or of Maribor-
ongli, or of Mithridates. or of Prince
Frederick, or of Cortez, and not one
answer will you bear. Stand them in
line and call the roll of tho 1,000,Ismi
men in the army of Thebes. Not one
answer. Stand them in line, the I,700,-
(a10 infantry awl the 2ti0,040 cavalry o'
the Assyrian army under Sinus, and cal'
tile roll. Not int. answer. Stanil in lint
the 1.000.000 men of Sesustris, the 1,200,
.tts) men of Artaxerxes at Cunaxa, th•
2,641,4M men under Xerxes at Titer
inopy lir, and call the long roll. Not on..
answer.
At the opening of our civil war the
men of the northern and southern ammo.
were tont tout It tory not to tuntielcosell
names would never be forgotten by their
country. Out of the million men who
fell in battle or died in military hospi-
tals you cannot call the names of 1,101,
aor the names of 500, nor the names of
100, nor the names of &O. Oblivion! Are
the feet of the ds !leers who were at the ball
of the Ducheas of Richmond at Bruasels
the night before Waterloo all still? All
still. Are all the ears that heard the
gnns of Bunker Hill all deaf? All deaf.
Are the eyes that saw the coronation of
(.1...urge 1.11 all closed? All closed. Obliv-
ion! A hundred years from now there
will not be a being on this earth that
knew we ever lived:
wv.10.111E TO HIS MEAL.
In prime old family record a descend-
ant staletng up. the ancemtral line may
spell oat our name, and from the nearly
faded ink, with great effort. find that
some person of our name was born mane-
where between 1810 and 1590, tint the3
will know no more about nil t han we know
about the color of a child's eyes born last
night in a village in Patagonia. Tell nit
something about your great-grandfather.
What were his features? What did he
do? WhaS year waa he born? What year
did he die? And your great-gran d t ober':
Will you describe the style of the hat
that she wore, and how did idle and your
ereat-grerelfather get en in each other's
companionship? Was it March weather
or June?
Oblivion! That mountain surge rolls
overeverything. Even the pyramids are
dying. Not a day passes but there is
chiseled off a chip of that granite. The
sea is trieuiphing over the land, and
whit is going on gi Coney Island is m-
ing on all aroatal trti. world, and the oin-
tments are erunibling into the waves.
And while this is tninspirfng on the out-
ride of the world the hot chisel of the in-
ternal fire is digging under the founda-
tion of the earth and cutting its way out
toward the surface.
It eurprises me to hear people Ray they
do not think the world will filially be
burned lip, when all scientists will tell
you that it has for ages been on fire.
Why, there is only a crust between us
and the furnaces inside raging to get
out. Oblivion! The world itaelf will
roll into it as easily as a schoolboy's in-
die rubber ball rolls down a hill, and
when our worhl goes it is so interlocked
by tbe law of gravitation with other
worlds that they will go, too, and so far
from having our memory perPeteated by
a monument of Aberdeen granite in this
world, there is no world in sight of our
strongest telescope that will be a sare
pediment for any slab of commemora-
tion of the fact that we ever lived or
died at all. Our earth is struck with
death. The axletree of the constella-
tions will break and let down the popu-
lati.ms of other worlds. Stellar, inner,
solar mortality. Oblivion! It can swal-
low and will swallow whole galaxies of
worlds as easily as a crocodile takes
down a frog.
Yet I •blivIon does not remove or swal-
low anything that had better not be re-
moved or swallowed. The old monster
is welcome to his meal. This world
would long ago have been overcrowded
if it had not been for the merciful remov-
al of nations and generations. What if
all the books haul lived that were ever
written and printed and published? The
libraries would by their immensity have
obstrncted intelligence and made ell re-
searrh impossible. The fatal epidemic of
books was a merciful epidemic.
Many of the state and national libra-
ries t(lkay are only morgues in which
dead lasiks are waiting for some one to
conie and recognize them. What if all
the people that load been born were still
alive? We wonld have been elbowed by
our ancestors of ten centuries ago, and
people who ought to have said their last
word 3,000 years ago would snarl at us,
saying. "What are you doing herer
There would have been no room to turn
around. Some of the past generations of
mankind were not worth remembering.
The first useful thing that many people
(lid wax to die-their ciradle a misfortune
and their gravers boon.
This world was hardly a comfortable
place to live in before the middle of the
last century. So many things have come
int() the world that were not fit to stay
in we ought to be glad they were put
ont. The waters Lethe, the fountain
of forgetfulness, are a healthful draft-
The history we have of the world in ages
past is always one sided and cannot be
depended on. History is fiction illus-
trated by a few straggling facts. In all
the Pantheon the weakest goddess is
Clio, the goddess of history,.and instead
of being represented by sculptors as
holding a scroll might better be repre-
sented in4 limping on crutches.
Faithful history is the saving of a few
things out of more things lost. The im-
mortality that comes from pomp of ob-
replies or granite shaft or building named
after its founder or page of recognition
in some encyclopedia is an immortality
unworthy of one's ambition, for it will
all cease and is no immortality at all.
Oblivion! A hundred years. But while
I recognize this universal submergence
of things earthly, who wants to be for-
goAttbsell?.ntSf(o)troane foefwww. eeks or , months
from home, it cheers us to know that we
are remembered there. It iP a phrase we
have all pronounced, "I hope you missed
me." Meeting some friends from whom
we have leen parted many years, we in-
-hire, "Did you ever see me before?" and
they say "Yes," and call II/ by name, and
we feel a delightful /sensation thrilling
throu;411 their hand into our hand, and
runnin,g up from elbow to shoulder, and
then parting, the one current ot delight
aecending to the brow and the other cle-
w-ending to the foot, moving round and
round in concentric circles until every
nerve and muscle and capacity of body
and mind and eoul is permeated with de-
light.
A few days ago, visiting the place of
my boyhood, rmet one whom I had not
been since we played together at 10 years
of age, and I had peculiar pleasure in
puzzling him a little as to who I watt,
and I can hardly describe the aensation
as after awhile he mumbled out: "Let
nie see. Yes, you are De Witt." We all
like to be remembered.
I:ow, I have to tell you that this obliv-
ion of which I have spoken has Its de-
feata. and that there is no more reason
why we should not be distinctly and viv-
idly and gloriously remembered five
hundred million billion trillion quadril-
lion quintillion years from now than
that we should be remembered six weeks.
I am going to tell you how the thing can
ire done and will be done.
sotieniteu THAT CANNOT BE EFFACED.
We may build this -everlasting re-
membrance," as my text styles it, into
the Nupernal e.xistence of the.* to whom
we do kindnesees in this world. Yon
must remember that this infirm and
treacnerour tacuity- wrucn we now call
Melnory is in the future state to be com-
plete and perfect. "Everlasting remem-
brance!" Nothing will slip the stout
grip of that celestial faculty. Did you
help a widow pay her rent? Did you find
for that man released from prison &place
to get honest werk? Did you pick up a
child fallen on the curbstone, and by a
stick of candy put in his hand stop the
hurt on his scratched knee? Did you as-
sure a businese man. swamped by the
stringency of the money market, thAt
times after awhile would be better?
Did you kail a Magdalen of the street
into a midnight mission, where the Lord
said to her, '•Neither do I condemn thee;
go and sin no more?" Did you tell a
man, clear discouraged in his wayward-
ness and hopeless and plotting suicide,
that for hint was near by a laver in
which he noight wash and a coronet of
eternal bleesedeees he might wear? What
are epitaphs in graveyards, what are
euloginins in presence of those whese
breath is in the'r nostrils, what are un-
read biographies in the alcoves of a city
librarr, cduiparial with the imperisluible
records you have made in the illumined
memories of thoee to whom you did such
kindneases? Forget them? They cannot
forget them.
Notwithstanding all their might and
splendor, there arc some things the glori-
fied of heaven cannot do, and this is one
of them. They cannot forget an earthly
kindnesa done. They have no cntlase to
part that cable. They have no strength
to hurl into oblivion that benefaction.
Has Paul forgotten the inhabitants of
Malta, :t ho extended the island hospital-
ity when he and others 10-ith him had
felt, added to a shipwreck, the drenching
ram and the sharp cold? Has the victim
of the highwayman on the road to Jeri-
cho forgetten the Good Samaritan with
a medicament of oil and wine and a free
ride to the hostelry? Have thd Euglush
soldiers who went up to God from the
Crimean battlefields forgotten Florence
Nightingale?
Throegh all eternity will the north-
ern and southern seldiers forget the
northern and eenthern women who ad-
ministered to the dying boys in blue and
gray after the awful fights in Tennessee
and Pennsylvania and Virginia and
Georgia, which turned every house and
barn and shed into a hospital and {near-
nadined the Susquehanna, the James,
and the( liattahoochee, anti t he Savannah
with brave blood? The kindnesseR yon
do to other. will stand as I, mg in the ap-
preciation ot others as the gates of heav-
en will stand, as the -House of Many
Mansions" wlll stand, as long as the
throne of Guel will stand.
citARM Telt IS ETERNAL.
Another defeat of oblivion will be
fonnd in the character of thobe whom we
reticue, nplift save. Character is eter-
nal. Suppese by A right influence we
aid in, transforming a bail man into a
good tnan, a &tonnes man into a happy
man, a disheartened man into a cour-
ageous 11111111-every Rtroke of that work
done will be immortalized. There may
Dever be 80 ranch as one line in a news-
paper regarding it, or no mortal tongue
may ever whisper it into human ear. but
.rts,..vpr thai shall co ur et
upon it omit go, wnerever lave moat ruses
your work on it will rise. and eo long as
that eoul will last your work on it will
last.
Do you suppose there will ever come
such an idiotic lapee in the history of
that sold in heaven that it shall forget
that you invited him to Christ; that you
'by prayer or gospel word turned him
round from the wrong way to the right
way? No such inaanity will ever smite a
heavenly citizen. It is not halt as well
known on earth that Christo• ler Wren
planned and built St. Paul's a._ it will be
known in all heaven that you were the
instrumentality of building a temple for
the sky.
We teach a Sabbath class, or put a
Christian tract in the hand of &passerby,
or testify for Christ in a prayer meeting,
or preach a eermon and go home dis-
couraged, as though nothing had been ao-
complisbed. %Own we had been character
building with a material that no frost or
earthquake or rolling of the centuries can
damage or bring down.
There is no sublimer art on earth than
architecture. With pencil and rule and
ocespass, the architect sits down alone
and is silence, and evolves Mom hisown
brain a cathedral, or a national capitol, or
a massive home before he leaves that ta-
ble, and then he goes out and unrolls ha
plans, and calls carpenters and maiions
and artisans of all sorts to execute his
design, and when it is finiabql he walks
around the vast structure, a& sees the
completioa of the work with high satis-
faction, aad on • stone at sonic corner
of the building the architect's name may
be chiseled.
Put the etorms do their work, and
time, that takes down everything, will
yet take down that structure, until there
shall not be one stone left upon another.
But there is a soul in heaven. Through
your instrumentality it was put. there.
Under God's grace you are the architect
of its eternal happiness. Your name is
written, not on one corner of its nature,
but inwronght into its every fiber and
energy. Will the storma of winter wasb
out the sto7 of what you have wrought
upon that spiritual structare? No. There
are no storms in that land, aad there Is DO
winter. Will time wear out the inscrip-
tion which shows your fidelity? No: Time
is peat, audit is an everlasting now. Built
into tbe foundation of that imperishable
structure, built into its pillars, built into
its capstone, is your name-either the
name you have on earth or the name by
which celestials shall cell you.
I know the Bible says in one place that
God is a jealous God, but that refers to
the work of those who worship some oth-
er god. A true father is not jealous of
his child. With what glee you show the
picture yoar child kenciled, or a toy ship
your child hewed ozTt, or recne the noble
deed your child accomplished. And God
never was jealous of a Joshua, never
WM jealous of a Paul, never was jeal-
ous of • Frances Havergal, never nut
jealous of a man or woman who tried
to heal wounds and wipe away tears
and lift burdens and save souls;
And while all is of grace, and
von,. salt abnegating utterance will ha.
"Not unto ns, not unto us, Mit unto tny
name, 0 Lord, give glory!" you shall
always feel a heavenly satisfaction in
every good thing you did on earth, and
if iconoclasm, borne from beneath,
should break through the eates of heaven
and efface one record of your earthly
fidelity, methinks Christ would take one
of the nails of his own crone and write
somewhere on the crystal, or the ame-
thyst, or the jacinth, or the chrysoprasto,
your name and just under it the inscrip-
tion of my text, "The righteous shall be
held in everlasting remembrance."
Oh, this character building! Yon and
I are every moment busy in that tre-
mendous occupation. You are making
me better or worse, and I am making
you better or worse. and we shall
through all eternity bear tlie mark of
this benediction or blasting. Let others
have the thrones of heaven-those who
have more mightily wrought for God
and the truth-but it will be heaveo
enough tor you and me if ever and anon
we meet some racliant -Soul on the boule-
vards of the great city who shall say:
"You helped me once. You encouraged
me when I was in earthly struggle. I
do not know that I would have reached
this shining place had it not been for
yen." And we will leugh with hearenly
glee and say: "Hat hal Do you really
remember that talk? Do you remember
that warning.? Do you remember that
Christian invitation? What a memory
you have! Why. that must have been
down there in Brooklyn and New Or-
leans at ant ten thousand million years
was as 1 g as that, but I remelober it
4
ago." d the answer will be, 'Yee, it
as well as though it were yesterday."
Oh, this character finikling! The strnc-
ture lasting independent of pluming cen-
turies, independent of crumbling mauso-
leums, independent ef the whole plane-
tary system. Aye, if the material uni-
verse, which seems all bound together
like one piece of machinery, should some
day meet with an accident that should
send worlds crashing Into each ether like
telescoped railway trains, and all the
wheels of constellations and galaxies
should stop. and down into the chasm of
immensity all the suns and moons end
stars should tumble like the midnight ex-
press at Ashtabula, that would not touch
us and would not hurt God, for God is a
spirit, and character and memory are im-
mortal, and over that grave of a wrecked
material universe might truthfully be
written, "The righteous shall be held in
everlasting remembrance."
0 Time. we defy thee! 0 Death, we
stamp thee in the dust of thine own
sepulchers! 0 Eternity, roll on till the
hot star has stepped rotating, and the
last sun is extinguished on the sapphire
pathway, and the last moon has il-
lumined the leot night, and as man.;
years have passed aa all the scribes that
ever took pen could describe by as many
figures as they could write In all the con-
tunes of all time, but thou shalt have no
power.to efface from any soul in glory
the memory of anything we have done
to bring it to God and heaven!
• FROWN FOLLOWED ST • MEL
There is another and a snore oomplete
defeat for oblivion, and thet is in the
heart of God himself. You have seen a
sailor roll up his sleeve and show you his
arm tattooed with the fii.-nre of a favor-
ite mhip-perhape the first one in which
be ever nailed. You have seen a soldier
roll up hie sleeve and shew you hie arm
tattooed with the picture of a fortress
where he wax garrisonesi. to the face of a
great general under whom he fought.
Yon have peen many a hand tatteoed
with floe face of a loved one before or
after marriage.
This tattooing is almoet as old as the
world. It is 'some colored liquid punc-
tured into the flesh so indelibly that
nothing can wash it out. It may have
been there 30 years, but when the man
goes into hie coffin that puncture will go
with him on hand or arm. Now, God
says that he Ilan tattooed us upon his
bands. There can be no other meaning
in the forty-ninth chapter of Leah.
where God says. "Behold, I hate "nevem
thee on the palms of my hands!"
It was as much aa to say: "I cannot
open my hand to help, but I think of
you. I cannot spread abroad my hands
to bless, but 1 think of yon. Wherever
I go up and down the heavene I take
these two pictureeof you with me. They
are so inwrought inte my being that I
cannot lose them. As long se my hands
last the memory of you will Lot. Not
on the backs of my hands, as though Le
announce you to others, but on the
palms of my hands fur myself to look
at and stndy and love. Not oh the
palm of one hand alone, but on the
painter' of both hands, for while I
am looking upon one hand ind thinking
of you, I must have the other free to pro-
tect you, free to strike beck your enemy,
free to lift if you fall. Palms of my hands
indelihly tattoeed. And though I hold
the winds in my fist no cyclone ahall up-
root the inscription of yonr name End
your face, and though I hold the oceen
in the hollow ef my hand its billowing
•
shall not wash ont tile record of my re-
membrance. • ri..b.la, I have graven thee
on the palmn of nly hands.' "
What joy, what honor can there be
comparable to that of being remembered
by the ungliteet and kintleat anti love-
liest and tenderest and most affectionate
being in the universe. Think of it-to
._ .1 1 .,.. 
...Roasting place in the heart of
God. Tbe eeart or viva. 1 “Is
tif al palaCe in the universe. Let the
archangel build some palace as grand as
ttat if he san.„ Let him crumble up all
the stars oflseternight and tomorrow
night and put tbem together as mosaics
for such a peke.) floor. Let him take all
the sunrises and sunsets ot ell the days
and the auroras of all the nights and
hang them as upholstery at its windows.
Let him take all the rivers, and all the
lakes, and all the oceans, and toes them
lieintothtihme tofouentainna thoefrot Ihdisorpsaluacethecorins.
and hang it in ita chandeliers,'and all
the pearls of all the beam anti all the dia-
mond' of all the fisids, and with them
arch the doorways of thet palace, and
then invite into it all the glories that
Esther ever saw at a Persian banquet.
or Daniel ever walked amonglito Baby-
lonian caatles, or Joseph 'ever:witnessed
Plut.raoh's thronerooni and than error-
sou enter taut castle ot arcnangenc eon-
'traction and see bow poor a palace it is
soclPilmdof yonwithliavtehealreadgreat7found inthathet
heart at a loving and pas ckraing teed,
sad tale wide& all ths wade and all the
peepers, end all the sertuticie ecesiddes.
tiros of this dey are trytai to introduce
you through the blood of thealain
Oh, where is olthvion now? From the
dark and overshadowing word , that it
teemed when I began, it has‘bec.ozoo
something which no man or woman or
child who loves the Lore need ever fear.
Obbrion defeated. welly tea dead. Cob-
hviun sepulchered. But I must not 'oe •
bard on that devouting monster, for into.
ite grave go all our ans when the Lord
for Christ's mks has forgi eon tbem. Just
blow a resurrection trumpet over them
whee once oblivion ham snapped them
down. Not one of them rims. Blow
again. Not a stir amid all the pardoned
iniquities of a lifetime. Blow again! Noe
one of them moves et tbe deep greys
trenches. But to this powerless reale-
rection trumpet a voice respoada. half
human half divine, and it mart btpart
man and pert God, saying, "TbsEE sins
and their iniquities will I remember no
more."
Thank God for this blessed ohlierion!
So you see I did not incite you down in-
to a cellar, but up on e threne-not into
the graveyard to which al! niaterialisim
is destined, bat into a garden1i1 abloom
with everlasting remembrance. The
frown of my first text has become the
kin of the seciond text. Annihilation
has become coronation. The wringing
hands of a great agony have become the
clapping hands of a great joy.t Tbe
requiem with which we began has be=
come the grand march with which we
close. no tear of sadneeeatbat rolled
dawn our cheekquos struck the lip on
sits the laugh**, r' eternal tri-
un.ph.
lIONTRLY CROP REPORT
Of Cmemissieser of Agriculture, Labor
and Statisties.
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 11, '98.
The weather has been fine for all
kinds of farm work since the rain in
middle of September. Up to that
time very IRMO plowIng for wheat
sowing, but sines Um farmers have
pushed their work with all their
force, and the crop has been put in
flne condition. Tbe early 'lulu
came up well, as the ground was in
fine fix, and is growing finely, and
will be in fine condition to stand tbe
winter. In some sections the are*
will not be as large as last year, but
the average will Dot fall much short.
It was seen that the very iow price of
wheat would rather discourage the
farmers from sowing a large crop this
year; but a farmer rotating his emote
has so much ground that be wants to
sow in whetot in every year. This
State of Kentucky Is now recognised
by Secretary Morton as one of the
principal wbeat-growing thetas. The
average erop of the State exceeds that
of the average crop of Um I:nited
States.
CORN.
The fall has been fine for drying up
corn; all the early corn was well drtetil
before it was pat in the shock, aod is
is fine condition for cribbing. Tbe
avenge quality of the crop will uot
average with last year, as the crop of
'92 would reach nearly 100 per cent
in quality. In many localities the
Isle corn has been very badly hurt by
the frosts, which lowers the oondi-
Uon IR both quality and quantity.
As quite a number ef farmers aree
feeding their fall bogs on wheat, it
will save very much of their co! n
crop for winter um for other kinds of
stock, which will add very material-
ly to the shortage of the crop. Per
cent. 52
TOBACCO.
The reports for tobacco are more
varied than any other orop. The)
range from 20 to 110 per cent. Re-
ports from the counties of Henry,
Owen and others that the tobaoco is
euriug up badly, the oolor very dark.
from some other sections they report
much of the crop cut green to save
from the frosts, and in many other
places it was caught by IL Shelby
and Spencer report that their late
tobacco is better Ulan their early,
mused by the late rains. I could
name a number of counties that re-
port good crop., but all together the
reports are not flattering. Per cent.
81.
Hood.
As to the number of bogs to be fed
this fall, the indications are that Um
shortage will be as great as that of
last fall. It wee thought that, with
en abundant crop of corn. the short-
age oould be made good in twelve
Months, but such has not been the
came. foo many brood sows were fat-
toned and bold last fall, because of
the high price, and it will not do to
rely on gilts to MIN. lib many pigs
as old bows. Per oenL 77.
NICHOLAS McDowiter,
Commissioner.
Wily NOT t
The deal between the L. & N. and
C. 0. & S. W. will be hard on Ear-
lington. Preparations are soon to be
made for the removal of the L. &
shops from Esrlington to Nortonville.
Wby don't the citizens of Hopkins-
•ille try to get the shops located in
thls city? The work oould be done
here for the St. Louis division and
the whole of the Ohio Valley line. It
would be a good thing for the rail-
road as well as for the city of Hop-
kineville. Tbe L 4 N. might Im In-
duced to move Imre. At any rate, it
would not do any harm for the citi-
zens to make an effort to get thee. re-
pair shop& Let the business men of
Hopkineville "get a gait' on them-
selves.
Net • Breve las.
The following lines are cipped from
the lid tiblenberger, published in
Greenville. They show the journal-
istic style in I he good old Republi-
can county of hinblenberg:
"Bill Lovell is a et:ward, yes a
coward. We have advised him, and
advised him to get married and even
set him the example but he's afraid."
The Election Brard, oomprmed of
Couoty Judge Morrow, Sheriff Davis
and County Clerk Prows, met and
counted officially the vote Call OD last
Tuesday. The official count will be
1141•13 not to d ff-rr materially teem the
figures publ imbed in the N rw ERA the
day after the election. The •ote stands
as follows:
CORONER.
Andrew &largest, 2  &r
SENATOR.
Landes, Rap ,  1,78.
Howell, Dem., 1,11117
Crenshaw, Popu I ist,  1111
Lauda& majority,   741,
Laudes' plurality over Howell, en
aarazasS2ATATZ.
Morgan, Rep.,.
-•
Campbell, Dern , 
 
1•111
LH*, Populist, 
Morgan's mojority,  11114
llorgan's pl'ty over Campbell  BSI
couierv seenefirraentillif 
McDaniel, R.p ,
Frogge, Dem., SAX
Mies McDaniel's majority,  77$
It will be noted from tbe above fig-
ures that Mies McDaniel received the
highest vote cast for any candidaW
on the Republican ticket. Sim got 14
more votes than did Judge Landes.
Broke Nis Neck.
Yesterday afternoon in Paducah,
Wm. Humphreys while trimming
some branches from a tree fell and
broke his neck He fell about AO or
85 feet, aod it la thought thet his
rock was broken by striking some of
the limbs. Humphreys was about
forty years of age, and leaves a hued.
I y.
C ,11 U. DEPARTMENT.
'The space under this heed is fur-
nished to the members of the W C.
T. U., aod matter appearing herein la
edited by them).
The W. C. T. U. meets in their hall
every Thursday at 2:30 o'clock.
There was a bible reading held Dot
Thoreday oonducted by Mrs. Hardy,
sod was very much enjoyed by all.
present.
There will be a Mother's meeting
next Thursday at 2:30 o'clock, led by
Mrs. Mitchell.
Tbe following petition will explain
NVe, the undersigned members of
the Woman's Chnetian Temperenoe
Union ; together with nothera, wives
and daughters of Hopkins•iiie, do
hereby ask you to give the following
petition your thoughtful and earstai
attenthon. In accordance with t tse
good and noble principles of our U n-
ion, we feel it to be our duty to earn-
estly entreat, that in the erecttele
your beautiful new hotel, you will ex.
elude from its walls a saloon or bar,
for the sale of intoxiosting liquors. •
Our feelings and judgment both
suggest that in meatus this petition
to your reopected body, that we are
amking that which will bring peasa
and prosperity to your noble enteAr-
prig, ; save our tethers, husbands sod
brothers from the gilded allurements
and 'Mended situation of a hotel se-
loon where the temptations are great-
er than in a common saloon, and
furthermore, we believe that the
granting of our petition would bring
joy and rest to your consciences, aod
the result for good would be lashing
for Ume and eternity.
We understand that the plan for
the building haa been accepted, and
that • change of foundation or w
would incur great expense winch oa
would not feel justifiable in doing •
guaidians of the Interest of tee stook
holders, therefore we do not ask any
change in the design of the bueding
but unite our voles& in beseeching
you as benefactors of the public good
aod for the advancement of oar be-
loved city that the space intended for
a saloon be used for a good and nlit
an evil purpose. We submit gm
above with our sincere prayers that
God will direct your minds and
hearts in the right way. Signed by
the 225 members of the W. C. T. U.
and 500 others making a total of TM
"la The Sweet Bye anti Bye."
Speaking Of Grand Rivers, the
boom town down in Lyoo ciouney,
the Murray Ledger has tbe following
to say :
"The Grand Rivers Co's eSecta
have gone into the hands of a receiv-
er. The company hes investor] *ever-
al millions of dollars in Lyon oouuty,
aod have • large body of iron ore land
that le worth every cent they nave
invested; bet for a year or two thew
hate been at a stand-still, caused 'it
is thought, by the "big fish" trying
to "swallow" the "little ones," after
tbe Investments were made. A greet
many millioualres make their fortune
in this way. The Grand Rivers oon-
cern will open up in full blast borne
of these days when you least expect
it, sod things will go humming along
then.".
Winter Stern&
For the perm:ate of testing plasetary
meteorology please publish Lb* tot.
lowing:
Moresevere west her than usual mill
occur from November 24 h to Deoega-
ber 7th, and immediately followisg
this period a severe cold wave e:my
be expected. Winter storm wares
will crew the country about ?lovena-
ner tail) and December la end 7i.h.
January weather will be of oatmeal
interest, and I will mall • chart giv-
ing a graphical forecast of tempera-
ture, rain fall and foroe of etarree for
January to those who eend a stamped
and addressed envelops.
I invite a comparison between my
long range forecasts and those made
only twenty-four hours in advent*
by the national weather bureau. ,a
W. T. Forrest,
Box SU, St. Joseph, Mo.
Pootelike Classes.
Vt bat is a first, seoond, third and
fourth-rises potence are questions
frequently asked. A first-class post-
offloe is one where the gross receipts
are $411,000 aud upwards; a becond -
class Olio* is where the receipts sr.
$8,000 aud up to $40,000; a thi e
office is one where the receipts at •
$1,000 up to $8,000; all other *Mr a
are fourth-class. Before an OM •
ean have a free delivery the recoil
must be $10,000 or more, er the pos ,-
letion must be 10,000 or More.
The Enghoeer
Of the Waerfield, Masa , Rause
Works, C. N. Young, says: Ir et'
a...s of bi II touene es scoot:up. .../1
with these terrible sick beadaebee
have fouod DO other medicine 'relit
seems to take hold and do the yawl
that your Sulphur Bitt-re does. I Is
the best family ineutcie Lamle. a
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FHB NEW ERA. A GREAT OUTRAGE.
Out of the total number of railway
mail elerke in the g nerument ser-
-1.01111.1111e1D ST- vice lees than 1:0 per cent. are Demo-
/lea Ere Priatiaq and Pvitlithani Co. orate. Immediately after Bea liar-
11110111Tillit WOOD, President
SI A YBAJIL.
41111C1 HIM MIA BUILDING
Ttik, streak altar Hain,
KENTUCK Y.
EDWEISTIS1111* RATAN.
nee task ens lassetlea. - - $ 1 IN
• ' ea* swath - I se
• tares assioths - - I 00
al: maatlia - - 011
• one yaw - - 111 00
oasitisaal Messes be had WY sPollostles
tam slam
TresoleeSsevereleelleGle met le lead for ta
treeee.
-limes& ler nein seemshemesue eon Ise pal-
anted quanert.T.
AU advareeemesis Mewled attbee4 seeeteed
Mawr III be domed for sant ordered oat.
Aafteaseemeeelle et lIarreasse and email's, eel ea-
IMAM are Moe. sal soUwee or proaeatee pal-
releallie medals Rye ewes pas Kw
nellans, SeeaNdessa et Ilsepela
THE HAWAIIAN qrvvrtos.
Secretary of State Gresham's re-
port on the Salvation question has
been made public. It shows that the
United States Minister to the. Haw-
aiian Islands awl Capt. Wilts, of the
warship Boston, committed an act of
asurpatiou sod did a great wrong to
a helplees people. The ruler of the
Hawaiian Kingdom, Queen 1411ou-
Kalani was robbed of her throne Jan-
uary 17, through the oo-opers-
tion a Uuited States Minister
and Illarthne of the warship Boston
under the command of Capt. Wilts,
then hrthe port of Honolulu. Oo the
next day a proclamation was issued
by a handful of conspirators, chiefly
foreign adventurer', who called
themselves th• "Provisional Govern-
meat.," creating an alleged republic.
On Feb'y Ist, Minister Stevens, who
stood in with the conspirator?, deciar•
ed the new government under the
protection of the United States and
raised the stars and stripes over the
public buildings at Honolulu, and
had the proclamation:publicly read
which had been issued by,the con-
spirator. wile called themselves the
"Provisional Government." After
that a committee was sent to Wash-
ington by the coospiratore asking
that the Hawaiian Islands be annex-
ed to the United States. Oo the 16th
of February President Harrieon pent
a special message to Congress ask-
ing thee the petition of the
conspirators who hid overtht own, by
treachery and force, the Queen and
her government, be granted and the
Hawaiian Islands be annexed to the
United States. This remarkable
message was accompanied by a copy
ot the propoited treaty of annexation.
No action was taken by the United
Stated' Senate. A week after the in-
auguration of President Cleveland he
sent a special message to the Senate
withdrawing the treaty submitted by
Harrison, sod on March 18th ex-Con-
greesman Blount, of Georgia,
was sent to Hawaii as Mr. Cleve-
land's special commissioner to inves-
tigate the true condition of strain
tbere and report to the President.
Mr. Blount immediately had the
United States flag hauled down from
the public buildings at Honolulu
where it bad been illegally placed,
and the armed Marines from theUoi-
ted State* warebip Bootee, who had
assisted the conspirators in dethron-
ing Queen and had been for months
doing duty on shore in the city of
Honolulu as guards and servile tools
of the so-called Provisional Govern-
ment, were peremptorily ordered
back to their ship. The, U rifted States
protectorate unlawfully established
by corrupt Stevens, minister teem
the United States to Hawaii, was im-
mediately revoked:and Stevens sent
away from there.-- Yr. Blount has
returned to Washington and reported
the true facts as to the infamous
part taken by Minister Stevens and
Capt. Wills in the outrageous con-
spiracy by which a few foreign ed
venturers overthrew the Queen and
set op an unlawful and tyrannical
government. And now comes the re-
port of ret cretary Gresham to
Preselent Cieveland, in ef-
fect reescansending :the interven-
tiou of the United Stowe Govern
meat te restore ;Queen Lilionkalan
to nee throne. Gresham thinks that
simple janitoe requires the United
States to undo the great wrong to a
belptees power which the American
Minister aod Marines committed
Secretary ierseham's report is a cons-
Mete exposure of the plot to over-
throw the Monarchy. He shows
that it was not a rebellion, that it
was sot • revolution, but that it was
procatcally a mosques& of,the United
States, sod the deposition of Queen
Lilioukaisoi by a foreign power
Stevens insolently landed the U fitted
States Marines and invaded
the territory of a friendly
power and overturned the regular
government, and under the guns
suanasd by tberAmerican Marineethe
Queen warn forced to abdicate, al-
though she protested vehemently
against It is thought that Stevens
Was booked by the Harrison adminis-
tiation in his high handed outrage,as
his sets were sustained at Washing-
tion• The adventurers and thieves
who _are now in charge of affairs at
It000lulti should be ousted and the
legitimate Government restored. The
greed wrong which was done to a
fettle bot independent country by the
most flagrant abuse of the authority
of the United States should be un-
done, sad nothing short -of that will
satisfy the demands of justice.
Those Mugwump and Republican
sheets which pretend to think that
Grover Cleirelned Is not in sympathy
with a literal interpretation of the
tariff plank of the Democratic plat-
form have certainly never read his
letter sccepting the Presidential
nomiest ion. In that letter he said :
"The dogma is now boldly presented
that tariff taxation is justifiable for
the express purpose and intent of
hereby promoting especial interests
and enterprises. Such a proposition
is so clearly contrary to the spirit of
onr rionstitation, and so directly en-
courages Use disturbanoe, by selfish-
ness and greed, of patriotic senti-
ment, that its statement would rude-
ly shock our people, if they bad not
already been insidiously allured from
the safe landmarks of princi ple."
The most important question that
1,111 engage the attention of Congress
when that body meet/ next month, is
tariff reform. In the Congressional
election of lele.) and in the President-
ial election the people of these Uni-
ted States voted by an immenee ma-
jority for tariff reform. If there ever
wee a legislative body that had a dis-
tinct and clear mandate from the
people to do a specific work the pre-
sent Congrees is most assuredly that
body. Tbe party fought and won the
vistery on the issue, and Congress
will not prove recreant to int duty.
Tbe country elected the President
and emigres* to reform the tariff, and
it will be done.
Don Vaal ues, the President of Hon-
duran. has repudiated the action of
the Honduran commander at Amapa-
la in firing seven cannon shots at the
Costa Rica, a ship dying the stars
and stripes, and has expressed deep
regret at the occurrence. The apolo-
gy nail been accepted by the United
Orates itovernmeot and there will be
oo further trouble over the affair.
Orem a as inaugurated four years and
a half ago nearly every Democrat in
that branch of the service was re-
moved and Republicans put, in their
places. Then hypocritical Ben Har-
rison, after he had made the railway
mail ear iO• solidly Republican, in--
ovrporated it into the civil service
rules, and the present Democratic
administration has, so far, neglected
to make any modification of the rule,
and the Republicans chuckle be-
(mune it is well-nigh impossible for a
Democrat to secure admission into
that branch of the service. In the
post office inspection service there
are a di zen chief inspectors and a
hundred traveling inspector*, and
with hardly an exception they are
Republican?. The Chief Inspector
at Chicago, Capt. Stewart, is an in-
tense partisan Republican, and all of
the inspectors under Stewmt are Re-
publicans. A Democrat has no show
at all to pass the prescribed examin-
ations for the post office inspector,
because the Chief Examiner of the
Civil Service Commission, William
H. Webster, a bitter and rabid• Re-
pubilcan, has formulated a ,lot. of
catch q uestionti od Jnoot Grimm;
mon awl out-of-the way subjects
whish man short of a walking en-
cyclopedia could possibly answer.
The eutire foroe of the Civil Service
Commiseion are Republican* with
one exoeption. It is evident that
before theDemocrats can get places ill
the classified ranks of the Govern-
ment eervice, President Cleveland
must. re-argautee the civil ser•ice up-
on a non-partisau basis.
THE HONDURAS INSULT.
If the details of the telegraphic
dispatohes from Honduras are true
the government of that Central
American country will h•ve to make
an ample apology for shooting at the
Costa Ricia,a vessel that bore the stars
and stripes at her mast head. Toe
Captain of the Costa Rica very prop-
erly refused totosurrender a Hoodurae
revolutionist who was a paseenger on
his ship, and the action of the author-
ities., oy the order of the President of
Honduras, in ordering seven cannon
shots to be fired at the vi seel would
justify a vigorous response from the
United States. Under similar cir-
cumstances the English tlsg had
been tbus insulte:', Honduras would
have been forced to fight or pay
heavy damages within a few days
time. The I:LIRA States Govein-
client should immediately look into
the matter, and see tbst the proper
amende is made. Toe President of
Guatemala last year sent troops on
board of a ship that sailed under the
United States tl-ig and murdered in
*old blood a very prominent Guate-
malan revolutionist who was a pas
eenger on the ship. Fite Uoited
States Governmenit cannot sff nd to
have the impression abroad in Cen-
tral American countries thet it is safe
to defy us and to trample the rights
of our citizens under foot. The burn-
ing of a little American gunpowder
by tur naval yeesels down there
would have an exce.lent effect.
DENOMINATIONALISM.
Rev Dr. Cherie* A. Briggs con-
tributes an article to the November
number of the Forum on the "Alie-
nation of Church and People," in
which he takers the ground that De-
nationalism is the great sin and curse
of the modern Church. He main•
tains that it is reeponsible for the
elaborate systems of belief which are
paraded as the banners of orthodoxy
and which by their contentions im-
pair the telehlng function of the
Church and destroy the coufidonoe of
the people in its possession of the
truth of God. He further claims thet
that denominatiouslism is respousi-
hie for all those Tenacious of church
government and diseipline, for all of
thaw) historical tyrannies and
wrooge, which, he is convinced,
have undermined the faith of the
people in the divine authority of
such imperious, aelf-complamint and
mutually exclusive ecclesiastical in-
stitutions." Further along. he de-
clare* it is responsible for all that
waste of men and means, all those
unholy jealousies and frictions, all
that absorption in external, formal
and circumstantial thine, which
disturb the moral development of the
individual and the ethical advance.-
meat of the community, and espe-
cially retard the great evangelistic
and reformatory enterpriaes at home
and abroad. Dr. Briggs is In favor of
acolishing denominations as hin-
drances to the progress of the King-
dom f God, and submituting a more
comprehensive and more efficient
church plan.
Some able theoirglcal writer ought
to take his pen in hand and refute
Dr. Briggs' statements, and prove
that church denominations have not
outlived their usefulness.
RIGHT FOR ONCE.
Ex Fienstor Ingalle, although total-
ly devoid of principle and seldom
giving utterance to any sentiment
that a Democrat can indorse, occa-
sionally says something that has the
right ring to it. Witten asked a few
days ago what was the cause of the
hard timer., he replied: "Lack of
money alone. I am rn out mid out
bimetallist. We need both gold and
sil•er and plenty of it. la opiu-
ion the fight on this question has on-
ly just begun. The: e will be trouble
if something is not done to amelior-
ate the west and south in this regard.
I believe iu tee strong arm of the
people, who, when the time comee
for sctieo, will rise in their might
and make such demands that no
statesman or set of statesmen will
dare deny."
The gold bugs take the absurd po-
sitiou that this country can get •long
with $25 per capita now, altbough
it was $52 per capita in 1886. Even
Jay Gould admitted In an interview
printed a few months before his death
that the movement of the crops In
the South sod the Wes& required a
larger volume of currency. When
tbe pledge of the national platform
as to bimetallic currency is carried-
and it will he-there will be more
money and good times will be restor-
ed.
Now that the President and all the
Governors of the States have Issued
Thanksgiving proclamations, it is of
interest to glance briefly at the origin
of the custom in this country. It
started in New England. As far
back as 16&3 the Maarischusetta Hay
Colony set apart a day for thanksgiv-
ing, and the other New England col-
cruise soon commenced to observe it.
During the revolutionary war Con-
gress appointed the first national
thanksgi•ing day, and there was an-
other at the cloee of the great; strug-
gle. The custom gradually spread
over the Middle and Western rs ates,
but very few of the Southern States
adopted it until after the war between
the Confederates States and the United
States. In loti8 Abraham Lincoln is-
sued a Thanksgiving proclamation
and since that time every Preeldent
has annually followed the example.
The Southern Governors have all
swung into line since the war and the
custom seems to have come South to
stay.
RIGHT THE WRONG.
After a careful and exhaustive iu-
veetigation of the facts in regard to
the dethroning of the Q teen of How-
ell and the setting up of a so called
'Troy felons! Government," Preeident
Cleveland anti his cabinet have Reser-
tained :hat a gang of unprineipled
adventure's lu Honolulu, most of
them foreigners and *Ilene, seized
upon the Hawaiian (I oterntuent.
bulldozed the Hawaiian people with
the support anti help of the United
States Minister and the United States
troops and coneunevieted the vile
fraud and outrage. This fact having
been made very clear, the tioestion
ariees as to what ought to be done
under the circurnstaccee. It nes been
proved beoond a doubt that the Gov-
erniueut of Hawaii would not have
been overthrown but for the d reef
interposition of Minister Stevene who
landed the troops from the warship
Boston for the purpose of overpower-
ing the legitimate government and
establishing the conspiratorie in pow-
er. Without the presenoe eif the
United States troops the conspirators'
"Provisional Government" eould
have had no existence. As the Unit-
ed States was then at peace with
Hawaii, there was no excuse what-
ever for this illegal and high-handed
interposition. Oar Government,
therefore, ,by force of arms, haying
overthrown the legitimate govern-
ment of the Hawaiian Viands, jus-
tice, honor and international law re-
quire that the great wrong should be
righted by the Culled States repine-
ing that Government in "Statu qu•.."
Harrison recogu zed this Provisional
Government set upby ouch outrageous
mottos, and recommended that Haw-
aii should be annexed to this country.
As soon as President Cleveland
installed in office he caused a thor-
ough investigation of all the facts to
be made as soon as practicable, aud
it was his duty to act, upon the infor-
mation which he obtained. This is
what he hem doue. Of course the
United States does not feitor the an-
nexation of Hawaii, and the majority
of the people of that country do not
desire to be an ue xed So this or soy
other country. They earnestly desire
that the conspirators' "Provisional
Government" be set aeide and that
the government of their choice Mien
be restored tine its independence re-
spected. How can the United States
consistently insist that other nations
shall respect the independence of
Hawaii while not reepectiug it them-
selves? Otir government was the
first to retognize the independence of
the Hawaiian Islands years ago, and
ehould be the very last to acquire
sovereiguty over them by force and
fraud. This great and foul wrong
done to Hawaii by a fiterant abuse of
the authority of the United States
should be righted by restoring the
legitimate government. If there were
any doubt about the large majority
of the voters of that couutry being iu
favor of restoring the legitimate gov-
ernment, a full, free and fair election
of the Hawaiian people could be held
immediately to decide the matter.
ENTIRELY TUO SLOW.
There is mach complaint that Poet-
master General Blesell'a conduct of
his department has done a great deal
to create apathy in the Democratic
party and was one of the principal
eauses in bringing about the large
Republican niejorities in the recent
elections. While Mr Bissell does not
himself make the appointment of
fourth class poetmasters, except notn•
in ally, they are actually made by the
Fourth Aasistant Postmaster General,
R A. Maxwell. Bissell and Max-
well are practically identi-
cal now, ta bolli are from the State of
New York, and both are old political
Cod persoual friends, and hence His-
sel no doubt fully approves Maxwell 's
trifling do-little policy in changing
the fourth-class postmasters. Max-
well ought to take a few lessons from
the action of Vice-President Steven-
sou when he was Fourth-Assistant
Postmaster (Jen', .under Cleve•land's
first administration. The first day he
went into office be fired 300 fourth-
class Republican postmasters and un-
til late in the following winter his
daily average of removals was about
300. On June 30, 1886, having there
been in office a little less than a year,
Mr. Stevenson appointed 22,747 Dem-
ocrats to post cffices, and in a few
months !nor* than two years he had
bounced 60,000 Rspublican post-ma e-
ters. If President Cleveland •p-
proves the present do-little policy of
Bissell's man Msxwell it ift very
strange he did nut cheek:IStevenson'e
hardy •xe during the years IS.85-'86
and '87 and if the masses of the peo
ple did not approve of eltevenson's
official course it is singular that, with
it currently known over the country,
the roters should have afterwards
elected him to the second r Mee
within their gift. The present
changes of postmaeters average only
about forty a day. Bissell and Max-
well should by all means get a move
on themeelves and bounce the rascals
with far greater rapidity.
THE DEMOCRAI IC POLICY.
Congressman Tirsney, of Missouri,
who is an intimate friend of Rpeakei
Crisp, says he is not at all disturbed
by the result of the recent elections.
Commenting on the future policy of
the Democratic party he Pave: "So
fur as the maj tritiell of the Ways and
Means Committee is concerned Tts
duty is plain. We roust and will re-
port a tariff bill todhe House drawn
upon the lines laid down in the nat-
ional platform. A revenue tariff is
what the peopie have demanded and
and it is what they must have. To
offer them less than that would be to
violate our obligations." This is a
clear-headed and sensible sentiment.
Mr. Cleveland was elected to the Pre-
sidency and a Democratic House
elected ou a tariff reform issue. The
•ictory of last year came as the con-
clusion of five-years campaign in
which the reveuu• was the main
question discussed. The meaning of
the people's verdict cannot be mis-
taken, anti the Democrats will act up-
on it by carrying out the pledgee of
the platform. There will be too much
patriotism and too much sagacity
among our Congressmen to allow
that body to commit tbe dissetrous
political blunder of failing to carry
out the solemn pledges of the nation-
al platform.
When Baby was noit, gave bee Osatorta.
When she 1•11/ • Child, -the • 4 for C.eatorte.
Wbee she became Aim, r.ang to Castor%
'Bea she bail Children. she gave them Orstorta.
Educational Department.
J. G. : : EDITOR.
Educational Mistakea.
, Many educational fallacies and
blunders occur in the public echools
in our effort lo educate the youths of
our laud. We shall attempt to point
out some of the leading mistakes.
The thinking teacher only needs to
be cautioned.
One of the greatest snd most com-
mon educational mistake is cram-
ming the child's mind with unities's-
ing rules and definitions. This hurt-
ful error characterizes the work of
many of our tesehere, both In public
and private schools. For instance;
in Geography the book is studied,
but not the earth and ite products
snd its inhabitants. In grammar
and arithmetic the rules are coal-
tuitted to memory but not the princi-
ples upon which the rules are found-
ed. In all studies pupils are required
to memorize definitions uud ruler,
but these are meaniugleas words be-
cause they are not rooted in exper-
ience. Teachers who crowd memory
and neglect judgment, do their pupils
a lasting injury. The knowledge of
persons thus treated is a crude jum-
ble, a heterogeneous mass, a source
of weakness rather then strength.
Whenever the pupil, depending on
abstract rules. is dregged through
any study, his mind is dwarfed and
not expanded. The principles uoon
which the rules are founded should
be understood with sunlight clear-
ness by the pupil, else he will re-
ceive little or no benefit.
With many teachers judgment in
form of definitions and rules is all
that is required of the pupil; the
teachers do the thinking sod the pu-
pils are only rt gutted to do the me-
chanics' work. They allow their pu
pile to take their statements and the
statements of books without think-
ing. Tele is a prolific source of er-
ror and of feebleness of judgment.
In some way the learner must be
led to judge st every step; eat the
pupils dinner for him if you will, but
beg of you to let him do his own
thinking. For Nothing should one
be more thankful than for a sound
educated judgment. A good judg-
ment is more to be desired than
kingdoms. Good judgment is also
characteristic of the good teacher.
The lack of good judgment is the
most deplorable of all intellectual de-
fects.
The teacher is called upon to decide
promptly what is best, what is right,
what ougbt to be, and what must be.
It is very essential that the teacher
use good judgment in the reelection of
the proper otlects for teaching aud
in arranging them in the natural aud
logical order; in directing the obser-
vation, thought, and expression of
his pupils; in managing hi@ school
mid fact, in all his dealings with
his pupils. If be judges wisely COD-
corning all these thing., everything
goes on well; if unwisely, trouble is
sure to follow.
If the teacher would succeed well
with his school, he must study child
nature, and work in harmony with
it, and he should follow systematic
and persistent plans of work adapted
to the development of budding rea-
son.
The cLild should be led to make
easy inferences end the teacher
should see that the pupil actually
thinks and reasons about even the
most simple problem with which it
has to contend, but the teacher should
rourefully guard against the hurtful
policy of attempting too much. Ab
st
r
ract reasoning and committing rules
and logical formularies are very
much out of place during at least the
first half of the common school
Course.
In many attractive ways we may
lead the pupil to make bold aod ap-
parent influences.
From ten years and upward pupils
should clearly discern objective
cause-relations and be taught to tell
WHY, and say intelligently, BECAUSE.
lu arithmetic they should give a
reason (sot a rule, for each step; in
Iseguage-lesson they should be train-
ed to think and analyze thought.
Having previously received proper
training, the student may be led to
investigate for himself. You should
incite a burning desire for knowledge
in the learner and lead him to form
habits of effoctive penetrating
thought. You should train him to
discriminate and assimilate; to ana-
l) ze and synthetize; to induce; de-
duce, and reduce; to descend from
aggregates to elements and ascend
from elements to systems.
The learner under your leadership,
should be so trained, thst he will oe-
come more and more independent
until he becomes altogether self-roll-
cut.
JOHN SOLLEE.
Fruit Hill Association.
The Fruit Hill District Association
met at Fruit Hill Friday, Nov. 3rd,
1893, quite a number of visitors and
several teachers were present.
After singing and prayer, the meet
log was called to order by Prof. S. L.
Frourge. Prof. John Sollee was chos-
en Vice-president of the As-ociation.
The opening addrese was made by
Prof. C. B. Pittman and was clear and
pointed. He stated that in the asso-
ciation teachers could become better
acquainted with each other and the
people could better understand the
wait of the school room, and showed
that there should be a perfect under-
*tending betweon the parent and
teacher for the surest succese of the
pupil.
Prof. Frogge made a few remarks
in response to Prof. Pittmsu.
Primary reading was then intro-
duced by Mr. W. E. Gray, which was
very interesting and instructive. He
uses the word method together with
phonic method in teaching beginners,
and showed the advantagr in the use
of charts.
Prof. Pittman followed Mr. Gray on
the subject of primary reading. He
also approved of the word method.
'I be subject was fully discussed by
l'rofs. Sollee and Pittman.
The association then enjoyed some
beautiful recitations by some of the
pupils of Prof. Sollee's school Misses
Asnie King, Maggie King and Rosa
King, each little lady acquitting her-
self with credit.
The meeting then adjourned for an
hour, at wi.ich all present were invi-
ted to partake of a moat delicious
dinner, which showed forth the kind-
ness and hospitality of the good peo-
ple of Fruit Hill.
Immediately after dinner the peo-
ple again assembled, and after s ng-
ing listened to a very interesting
discourse, "Mistakes in Teaching."
by Prof. John gollee. He explained
fully the advantage In teaching pu-
pils to think for themselves. All
present enjoyed the excellent ideas of
Prof. Sollee.
Prof. Pittman made a short lecture
!TRICE'S
Team BakingPowder.
The only Pure Cream of Tartar Powder.-No Amnion's; No Alum.
Used iu Millions of Hcmes-40 Yzars luadar4
Ala
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skin will be, ' ou'll
take Dr. heroes Golden
Medical Discovery.
Pimples', blotches, erup-
tions, and humors are
utterly banished by Mir
medicine. It takes away,
more thoroughly and
certainly than anything
else, the Nisei poisons
or impurities that came
them.
For every Skin, Scalp,
and Scrofulous affection, no matter how
it came, the " Discovery '' is a direct remedy.
It cleanses, builds up, strengthens, and in-
vigorate* every part of the system. Eczema,
Erysipelaa, Salt-rheum, Tetter, Boils, Car-
buncles, Enlarged (Hands, and the worst
Scrofulous Soren and Swellings are cum.
pletely and permanently cured by it.
Unlike ordinary spring medicines, the"Dis-
rovery " works equally well at all memos.
• Practically. it.. on trial. If it ever
fade to benefit or cure, you have your money
back. You pay only for the goosi you get
No cheap substitute, urged hy a tricky
dealer, though it may be better tor him to
sell, can be " just as good" for you to buy.
on the "Movements of the Earth and
the Change of the Seasone," which
was very interesting.
The Association was again enter-
tained by some *xceilent recitations
by Master Hansoa Smith sod Miss
Lelia Henderson, pupils of Mrs. Min-
Li le King's echool.
Prof. Pittman then gave his ideas
of the beet methods of teaching spel-
ling, which were very instructive.
The audience was then much
amused by a humorous declamation,
"Brudder Brown on Apples," by Mr.
Eddie Powers.
The meeting then adjourned at 8
o'clock P. M , after an enjoyable and
profitable day, especielly to _the
teachers.
MAUDE BLAINE, Secretary.
Misistio Hiroo Assistant.
MR. S. G. BUCKNER.
A Most Excellent Appointment
Made b) Uov. Brown.
Mr.Buckner Is Made a Member of the
Board of Asylum Commissionere.
Gov. Brown has appointed Mr. 8,
G. Buckner as a commissioner for the
Western Kentucky Lunatic Asylum,
in the place of Mr. 0. W. Shaw, who
has just resigned. It is not often
that the NEW ERA can commend
anything that Gov. Brown does, but
In this case we can do so heartily.
The Governor, since his term began,
has not made a better appointment
for any office than when he named
Mr. 8. U. Buckner to be a commis-
sioner. Mr. G. W. Shaw, who re-
tiree has served on the Boatd a long
time and has been a faithful and ef-
ficient official and his fellow officers,
doubtleee, regret that he should have
found it necessary to resign. He re•
signed because be was going to move
so far from the Asylum that it would
not have been convenient to have
attended the meetings of the Board
of Commissionere.
AT THE TABERNACLE.
Our engagements already made for
the season so far are as follows:
On December dth, at a heavy cost,
we will ha•e the world-renowned Dr.
Talmage.
Ou January 19 the Mozart Sym-
phony web its array of distinguished
artists. Their music beyond praise,
so says the N. 0. Picayune.
On January 29 h comes Rev. Thos.
Dixon, of New Yorh. Only thirty
years old, yet a mountain torrent, a
thuth of lightning, a merry stream, a
Damascus blade, so says the Biblical
Record.
The date of the Jones meeting has
not been definitely fixed yet.
Early in February you will again
be charmed by that gifted orator,
Geo. R. Wendling, in hie grand lect-
ure, "Is Death the End?"
March 7th the great traveler, eight
times around the globe, C. E. Bolton
will take you over teu thousand miles
of realistic travels, presenting one
thousand beautiful, brilliant illustra-
tive views of cities, cathedral". ruins,
paintings and statuary.
These engagements comprise the
most expensive and distinguithid
talent furnished by the lecture bu-
reau. We give a list of our engage-
meuts to correct false hopresesioue
abroad. W. W. WARE,
President.
Karl's Clover Root, tne new Blood
Purifier, give* freehness ard clear-
ness te ihe complextou and cures
Constipation. Vet , 50C. and $1.00.
Sold by Wyly elt. Burnett.
Nekeezie-Montromery.
There was a wedding Wednesday
at the new church near leing-
view. Mr. Will McKenzie lead
to the altar Ws. Lizzie NV. Mont-
gomery.
Mr. McKenzie, who is a young man
of sterling worth, is a nephew of Hon.
Jae. A. McKenzie, the American
Minieter to Peru.
Mrs. Montgomery is the widow of
the late Jas. Montgomery, and is the
only daugh,er of Mr. James W.
Moore.
After the ceremony had been
performed, Mr. and Mrs. McKenzie
sod their friends were entertained
at the hospit•ble home of Mr. Frank
R. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. MciCet ze have the
best wishes of the Nzw Elie for a
long and happy life.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Bright, man y -hued chryasot hem ulna!
Children of ifutumn, when the falling leaves
Change suinnier's emerald carpet into one
(if russet, tan aed brown. thou seensest left,
When other flowers fade and vine. li•ng dead
Upon the outer walls, aa prlesterwes,
To bless the inclacc holy dry' with smiles.
Hold-flower.. rose and 11Iae, orange, white.
As though a summer rainbow had been beld
Within tic. petals; or the latent breath
i• or some rich damask rose hal I..tgeil with
thee,
Than commit at bleak winter'sco!d aiiproach,
When the sad year chants In a minor key,
Bringing a memory of the a ummer OLD
In thy round dine and selfsame golden rays;
Thou stagiest also In a lighter vein.
God is so gracious to us and so kind,
He seta a thing of beauty In each time
To enhance the seaaon with pure loveliness
Ati, limy it be my happy lot to and.
When In the autumn er old age my life
Begins to shed itn wIther'd leaves of hope,
Borne deeds that bloom In beauty e'en like
theet
Until cold Death, the winter of man's life,
Doth Hatter them unto the elements
STEINHAliEN.
iliipkInsvIlle, Ky.
Forty Cures In One County.
In order that our readers may com-
pare the results of the genuine Kee-
ley Treatment with that of the Kee-
ley imitators and Bi-chloride of Gold
cures, we herewith insert the follow-
ing card furnished us by Col. H. F.
Embry and he invites anyone doubt-
ing the statement to correspond with
tiny of the (MOAN named:
Bardstown, Ky., Sept. 23th, '93.
We, County Officials of Nelson Co.
Ky., are personally acquainted with
forty-tbree graduates of the Keeley
Institute st CrabbOro.herd, Ky., who
have gon• frem this county during
the past eighteen months, and so far
as we know or believe not one of
them has relapsed.
NAT NV. HALSTEAD, CO. Attly.
J . W . T Koh ee, Co. Judge.
F. E. DAUOMERTY, Cl'k Circuit Ct.
HENRY Ltalialit, Deputy Co. 4,Tk.
Ru FUR H. ROBY, Jal'er.
B. H. Law's, Deputy toi, • ff.
A WOMAN
They Hid Money Under
the Pillow,
And That's J u%t Exact!) Where
the Burglar Looked.
The "Gay and Festive" Burglar
is "Dead on to" the Pil-
low Racket.
Seine New and Safer Place Must Be
Found in Which to Deposit Surplus
"Dust" if You Do Not Wish
to Contribute to His
Support.
PUT YOUR MONEY IN BANK.
A great many poople •re in the
habit of biding their money under
the bed or under the pi low for safety.
In regard to this we would give you
Puck's ad•ice-"DON'T." That IP
one of the very first places that a
burglar looks when he begins to search
a house. If you h•ve more money
than you need, come around to the
New ERA office and put an advertise-
ment In the Daily, subscribe for the
paper and send several of your friends
papers, have some job work done, and
then put the rest of your 'dust" io
the bank, but never put it under the
pillow-that IP, unless you have made
up your mind that you don't need It
any more and are willing to contrib-
ute to the support of some poor fellow
who don't work-except at night.
Sunday night the home of
Mrs. Foster, who resides on 9th
atreet Just back of the First National
listik, was entered and robbed by •
burglar. It seems that in the ab-
sence of a better place to secret their
money, Mrs. Foster, her sister Mrs
Rives, and Miss Foster had all three
been in the habit of putting their
pocket books under the pillow in their
room, or at any rate they placed them
there that night just before starting
to church. While they were gone
Mre. Foreseer son hearing some one
walking in the room above, went to
see who it was. 'The burg'ar had
found the three pocket b !oks, and
when the by entered the room was
standing very leleurely counting the
money which he had laid out ma the
bed. When the boy entered the thief
gathered up the money as quickly as
aud made his recaces by
jumping from (be window on to a
shed aud from there to the ground.
In his haste to make his escape, he,
however, dropped about twenty dol-
lars of his stolen money.
Mrs. Foster's pock t boos contained
ten doilare, Mrs. Rives' had about
twenty-five dollars in hers and M
Power's contained several dollars in
change. The money dropped by the
thief in making his escape is ill that
the ladies saved out of about t hirty-
five or forty dollars.
The b ty was so startled when be
saw the thi* f that he was unable to
give any description of Mtn after-
ward. He could not even tell
whether the man was white or black.
The burglar had ransacked the en-
tire room before he was dieturhed.
Everything had been pulled out. of
the wardrobe and the contents of the
bureau drawers had all been emptied
out on the Tne thief was evi-
dently a Republican; this was shown
by the fact that he wanted to t tke
everything worth having.
If the ladies would just put their
money in the pocket of their dress no
min on tbe face of God's earth would
ever be able to find it.
EARNINGS OF
The Louie% i Ile ft Nashville Rail,-oad
Company.
B-low will be found eomparittive
statements tif the earnings of this
company for the first week of Novem-
ber, and from July lsc to Noveraber
7th:
FIRST W EF.K OF NOVEMBER.
Iter revise
Freight WM* 00 $ T:4,1110.'0 $ 14416 uu
Paseene. r 51.6101e Nen el.
Mlarell'n'a 14,54100 26010.00 1.476-60
Total $ SS ;,:t.16.101 I 6•14,063.00 air2,33111.01
JULY 1ST TO NOVEM HER 7TH.
Freight II 6..ar.45is 34 $ 4,240.46614 S1.161.206.20
l'areeogrr 1,V67,116. IS 1.6i6,:n1 101,0e5
M iocell'n's 5714.610.21 tA.16,67:.71 72.731.1te
Total Sc,icsa,s17 $ 70,,71.43.711 114.V.1
Of the decrease$48 Sli7 76 is due to a
change in charging certain divisioree
for hire of locomotives and Cars and
crediting earnings of other division.
with the amount. Had Stich change
not been made, the decrease for the
firat week of November would hi•e
amounted to $77,190.( 0 instead of $82,•
330.00. As the earnings credited to
one division appear as operatiog ex-
penses on other divisions, the ehange
in the method of acoounting does not
&fit Ct t he net earnings.
MOO Reward„,$100.
Tne readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its etagee and
that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a conatitutioual disease, re-
quires, a constitutional treatment
Hall's Oatarrh Cure is taken intern-
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous eurfacem of the system.
thereby destsoying the foundation of
the disesee, and giving the patient
strength by building up the col With-
lit>1.1 and assisting nature in doing he
w, irk. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powerm, that they
offer One Hundred Dollare for any
ea se that it fade to cure. Send for
list of Testimonials. Address.
F. J. Ott ENVY & Co., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Dr uggists, 76 ets.
Some School Laws.
Capt. Ed Porter Thompson, reiper-
inoendent of Puolle Instruction has
prepared a circular letter to all coun-
ty Superintendents and Trustees call-
ing their attention to featuree of the
school law, probably overlooked by
them, in the matter of furnishing
school-housee, making inclosuree
where necessary, and providing for a
supply of good water. He cites sec-
tion 41 and 74 of the law, and says it
is important that these matters he
looked after, as a penalty is imposed
on the delinquent trustees of • fine
from $2.5 to $100 each.
He enumerates the articles of furni-
ture required, as a desk and chair ter
the teacher, a seat, patent or other-
wise, with a back tor each child,
writing tieolus or tables, black-board
gimes of at least fifty feet fquare, a
water stand, gong or bell, terrestrial
glebe, wall tu•p of the world, the
United States aud Kentucky, and
such charts on reeding, writing, phy-
siology, etc., as the trustees may se-
lect.
If there are no funds available for
such repairing or purchasing, the
trustees may levy a tax for four yea! s, I
and in case of emergency they eau
borrow such a sum as cau he paid eff
by a four year tax.
m..••••••11111r 
Shiloh's Vitalizer is what you need
for Dyspepsia, Torpid Liver, Yellow I
Skin rr K ivinev Trouble. It is guar-I
anteed tis love yell eetieraetion I
'Price ) a I. u r .iftt
Til F. CABINET
All of Ills Adt leers Indorse the Presi-
dent's Haealian Policy.
flpecisl !.. the N. w Ere.
Wash iterton, Nov. 15 -It is learn-
ed on good authority that the 4 'sbi-
net is a unit iu indorsement of
President ClevelatoVii plan for the
restoration of queen Lilluokalani.
This was developed after the CODE!' U
Mon of the Cabinet meeting to dal.
The Helvetian question wan the chief
topic of dieeussion. The meeting was
attended by all the members except
Secretary Hoke Smith, who is in
Georgia. The session began at 11
and lasted nutil 1:30 o'clock. This is
about the usual length of Cabinet
sessions. Secretary Mortou remain-
ed with the l'resident after having
the adjournment and it is presumed
he toot luncheon with hint. After
the clo‘e of the meeting a reporter
was informed by a gentleman who
participated in it that nothing would
be made public to-day on the Haws•
dan question as a result of the meet-
ing or otherwise.
:ROBBED.
!.peclal tm the New Era.
Chicago, Ills, Nov. 15 -Jobs E
Drake, Treasurer of the Illinois, In-
diana and Iowa Railway, war sand
bagged and robbed of twenty thous-
and dollars in his office on the ninth
floor of Rookery building at 8 o'clock
this morning. The thieves escaped.
PREVENTION IS REITER
Than cure, and those who are subject
to rheumatism con prevent attacks
by keeping the blood pure and free
from the acid which causes tbe dis-
ease. You can rely upon Hood's
Sarsaparilla as a remedy for rheuma-
tism and catarrh, also for every form
of scrofula, salt rheuru, boils aod
diseases caused by impure blood. It
tones and vitalizes the whole system.
Hood's Pills are easy and gentle In
fleet.
KNOWLEDGE
Things comfort and improvement aud
teods to personal enjoyment when
rig htly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, witl-
les expenditure, by more promptly
adi .pting the world's best products tt
tht needs of physical being, will attest
UN value to health of tbe pure liquid
IS] ative principles embraced in the
rex iedy, Syrup of Fipt.
ts excelience is due to its presenting
in the form most aeceptable and pleas-
an t to the taste, the refreshing and truly
lx-neficial properties of a perfect lax-
ative ; effectually cleansing the system,
dispelling colds, headaches and fever*
arsd permanently curing constipation
It. has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
pr,fession, because it acte on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Figs is for sale by all drug-
gists in 50c and $1 bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on eveu
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs
and being well informed, you will nut
accept any subetitute if offered.
IsTKER's noun
A remedy which,
If used t,y Vibes
ahcalt to experience
tile pair.% 1 ordeal
•ttendant upoo
Child-birth. proves
an Infallible spect
fle fur,andobviates
the tortures of con
S Diemen t, learard ft
the dangers thereof
to both mother &on
child. old by all
druggista. Sent by
express on receipt
of price, el 5. per
pees.
Lot tle, charges pre.
anADFIELD alLGOLATOr. AlTsAarra. Ga.
VIGOR OF MEN
Easily. Owlet ly,
Psnationiatly lestered.
WEAKNESS,
NERVOUSNESS,
DEBILITY,
and all the train of evilsfrom esrly error. or later
eloesses, tbe results of
over., cart. k 
won, etc FullatreLgth.,
development and um.
▪ los/spry /,rgag
portion hf th=i1s:
Simple. natural
Immediate Impro•ineat
Wen. Impunities.
• references.
explanation and proofs
mailed .lealed fre.
ERIE MEDICAL CO.
BUFFALO. N. T.
CURE
CCiFirG H
CURE
Zeta.
Wets. and
$1.61) Bottle.
One cent a dose.
TAKE
THE
BEST
TSUI GlIZAT COUtiff prom y amyl
where all others fall, Coughs, Croup, Sere
Throat, Hoarseciess, Whoopine Cough and
Asthma. For Coasumption it has no rival;
has cured thousands, •nd will CURS TOO IE
taken in time. Sold by Druggists on a guar-
antee. For a Lame Back or Cheek
SHILOH'S BELLADONNA PL.ASTER
ILOH'S CATARRH
REMEDY.
eve sou utters This y lemma.
teed to cure you. Price. Wets. InYec fee%
WHITE'S CREAM
VERMIFUGE
FOR 20 YEARS
Has led all Worm Remedloil.
rVE0 bOTTLE GUARANTEED.
St)i.D F.V1-
by S'llIvares atetclit re.. ST. SAM
..•••• •••• ••••••••110, ••••••IIIr
11:ITEN .
Ant on a nt
Vertlete t',..
r d bow., .
roes 1',
•pseillg et --
torpid Itre-
bna - , ,
sareetlgjr),..o.we
Aar ▪ les non at
anI• ra rii irt lot
WESIDAR,RIME,kNST1TUTE
Ovens /rept (Itti. Ian Climate sad surroaadusig. •a-
noptcs.A1 H•ndamme bud,liwt, Icing remodeled.
tacroadealr shammed. repalerA )ovvrte sod outa.04.
awl moot-Av....I wal. now pianos. e•reeta„._&e Steam
60aL, gas la t, bath r cm. .1,1 ti. 141( Mow Loners.
ter. ttlorroyakty equip., It. e.panenes.1 towhees
Advanced Cannon. ir re Latin German French
wi•antago• Slaw sod Art hoard•
te pupil.. from &MO. Tama moderate Cate-
1.41,1•• 0 celsbr te.d *Id Vtrienia School addrue
1% 1% 110114 1 ItT -11%. Pres ...1•...,••••.V.1
.. 
Dutch Bidts,Plaste,dia
Our Price List of HYA-
CINTIll, TULIPS, LILIES
•nd Ptaerre, Snares •nd
Taleri. all suitable for FALL
Planting, will be mailed
FREE to all applicants.
ADDRESS
NANZ NEUNER,
Louisville, Ky.
......... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hood's Cures Cotton Belt Ruute.
More Than Pleased
With Mood's Sarsaparilln-For Tot-
ter •nd Blood impurities
Stronger &fed Better te Every Wey.
have been more than pleased with Hood's
Sarsaparilla. I have suffered with letter break-
ing out on my fare and ail over my body all my
life. I Dever could end anything to do It good
antil I began to take Hood's Sarsaparilla. I
have now used about eight bottles, and 011, It has
done me so much good that I have the utmost
Hood's I= Cures
huth tn it and recommend it to everyone. Besides
parrying my blood, it has made mo so won
=
goer and better I do not feel like the seine
at all." ANNIE MINX& Atli:Latta, Ky.
Mood's Pills act easliY. )ei Promptly awl
alacisnue, On the neer and bowels. 2:,e.
St. Louis Southwestern Railway.)
ARKANSAS and TEXAS
TH E ONLY LINE
:pv1'171111:11
Throu.gke. Car eery irdi
- -P.114 —
MEMPHIS AND TEXAS
---No Change Of Cars To---
FORT WORTH, WACO or Inter-
mediate Pointe.
TWO DAILY TRAMS
I 'a rr. I ng Through Cosa's'. end Penmen
ri ..rwitie the F e t Fa swag.
eriziog sad ontwr laii •, en r -owning the
Moet Pr,,syerous Toon. sad les In the
Great South weq.
FARMING1 LANDs.-1 lel pig stmedastly
• I the. re.,Is. our aunt cotton. sod esi ec-
• bill) adirsov- to I he cu tivati.m of small
frui and early vciptab.es.
tiltAZINli LA NI'S.- frording •ximileat
pesturage during •'in at the e tire year.
and coniparat I% el) close to the great mar-
kets
TIMBER LA N covered with a most la-
rin•ual late forests of 3 i. low out, CY-
J.,C014 1411d the hard U.0 11 IWISA11100 IA) Ar-
kansan and East .1.2 Texas.
Can be procurrd on reasonable and advanta-
geous terms. Al. lines cunnect wan and
h•%c ticket. on sale % ia the
Cotton Belt Route.
For rates, maps en ! all twee-mar) informa-
tion call nu or add ea.
ft T. ti M iTTII F. WS,
1). P. A .
No. 4.". Ken t uck y N•tional Bank Build's
Louts•I le, Ky.
Fred li Jon a,
lha't. Pear. Agt.
Memphis. Tenn.
W ti. A Qama, H H. Suttee,
Tray Pipe. A r , Tray. rare. Agt.,
Nash•Ille, Tenn Lhattan-oga, Teas.
J A Ed on, W'. Len .aunie.
Cien'l. Supt.. litre'. P.& A gt
Texarkana, Tex. sit. Louis, ISO.
Word to the Wise!
I wish to call your attention to the 'Elegant line of-- - -
DRESS GOODS and TRIMMINGS
In all the New Shades at prices to suit all. While you are buying Gents',
Ladies', Misses' and Childrens. Underwear, in fact everything in Furnish-
ing Goods, remember I will give you the best value for your money. I
am selling the best Unlaundried Shirt in the market, the Patent Inserted ---
Sleeves, at the remarkable Low Prices of 45.60 and 85 CM
Be sure you get it. My stock of Gent's, Ladies.  3lisses. and Children's
ROOTS AND SHOES
Is too large and must be reduced. All my Gent's and Bay's heavy Boots
and Shoes will be closed out
Regardless of Cost !
Now is the time for you to save your hard cash. }fy stock of Notions,
Cloaks, Blankets, Trunks. Carpets, Rugs, Linaliunise Oil Cloths and in
fact every line of Goods in my house is cotupleteet and at Remarka.
ble Low Prices Call and be convinced.
J E S,
THE RACKET CO.
TICID
THE GREAT DEP7 STORE,
OF HOPKINSVILLE, KY,
-We have now one of the Largest SitO•eli In Kentucky of thl• kind. We hale twenty ilat-
pertinent*, a I Blind ',Ph goods fr. to our New 1 ork Headquarters. We are °tering a gnat
many things at Ste. on the dollar of their actual Yelne.
ALL OUR PRICES! OUR PLAN OF BUSINESS! OUR SYSTEM! OUR
SUCCESS! Could Be Explained in a One Line Advertisement.
WILL NOT ASK TEN IF WE CAN SELL AT SEVEN.
SHOE DEPT.
Lutles' Polkas 6ke
Hen's Brogans 71c
Ladies' tins Button ail
Men's Ral or Cong
i.hildrent shoes tri rn 31e up.
Mimes shoe., 12 1-2 79.:
Boy's •haes 2 6 flin:
Baby &noes
Thoussnds of Phoes et 25 to
Mr per pair; under Regular
Price; we se I no goous at
ReirOlar Price.
FURNISHIN(.04.
iden's Cotton Sox 43. tit/.
Men's WoOlr4 ,z from ISc
Men'sLfiritiO I arm Se up.
Paper It0i,an. 2 or le
Plen's Uoderw.ar, the chew..
as' and large t AWL In the
city See our •h• w(toms. We tier hundreds
of 1 , en at ha I ya ue.
HAT DEPT.
New Hats reee ve si'moet
daily from oome forest eats
at 4010 flOe cm the dollar
See r Hat D
TIVIWAI DEP'T
Evervtosly in Chrt.tlan Co.
can y-u how cheap we
sell Tine ate. We have sold
Thousands of Buckets In 3
mBnAt lethl) W A RE ;DEP'T.
Thomson& of articles at half
regular yr cies.
iamp wicks /r
Csrpet Tacks le paper
Padlocks fe earh.
Hasps 3e each
Shoe /hacking lc box
141 ATIONER1 DEPT.
F..% e child in Hoykinsvil e
an about ti e cheap en
cila, tablet. de, to be 1. Ii0C1 at
I tne RACKET. and we wins
DO better ad. ertof ng than the
children Well pleaaed se of-
f-r:
firebNsite'vre'llig. SI.;nabridged Die-
121:1744is SP"cote Paper It
21DeElltvicone'Pry leis than it
coat other rnerebapte
HOSIERY DEUW EAR
Ladles' Department
Ladies Hoge Cotton :is-
Ladiee Hole Cotton, good 7e
t
Ladies Hose Wool to tic
M Imes hose un
Everything in bnstery
,Sic to the best Herm.dorff.
LADIES' UNDERWEAR.
(fur stock is complete t
about half Regular prices
ACE LI vEs ogp-p,
',ices at half regular plass.
r. eoLioe, 4.- up
FOSieis, r Ron, n t,
osiy T•li es Linen at Rock-
et y UN'S
IOU dozen towels very cheap
iTION COUNTSIL
en Hair pinta 2e
Agate t ut4 Rua Se agrees
-Ina le
Needle.
(bInnble• le
moat, e oottons others aak IS
for we sell at ic. We are the
OrIginaLo of Low Price.
CORAFT
Comets tfc up,
HANDKERCHIEF' DErT.
011 -yes k up
;Lodi • 3c up
1111...ns Sc us-
' ion dare n silk Windt-weightiest"'
I auctLin primes.
We don't buy our goo& regular: we do buy Job Lots; we will buy any-
thing from a needle to a Threshing machine if it is cheap enough and
there is a demand for them. We deal in Bargains; we don't want your
money unless you get value received, and anything not as represented, the
money Will be refunded.Everything marked in plainfigurecone price to kn.
The Racket Co.
J. H. KUGLER, Kir.
OAL!
—CALL ON—
A.. A. M rr z
For Coal. He can sell you the best Lump Coal in the
city just as cheap as others charge you for Interior coal.
If you want a Ioad of rocks don't buy coal from Metz.
Rocks are scarce down his way.
I Millinery Millinery
An' STOCK IS COMPLETE IN EVERY LINE!
Plumes, Tips, Feathers. Wings, and shapes of all kinds
and style,. No other house in the city has the
assortment I have! My stock of RIBBONS is
large and consists of all the novelties of the season.
Gli,ves, Corsets and Hosiery; Stamped Linens
and Wash Silks. E ME A CALL.
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
COR. 9TH & MAIN.
CAR LOAD LOTS
SHINGLES,
FLOORING
AND CEILING •
COM 1E-1.A.1%71E)
J. II. ID r Cr •
EAVER'S
BUSINESS
COLLEGE
BEN C WRAVSIt. Preeldest
arerrtery
N E. Cor. eth and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky. A live practical Business College,
taught by real practical book-keepers, No text books Book•keeping taught as
books are kept in actual businecs. Graham •fem of Shorthand taught.
anouata POSITIONS row mawirowsous Owassuaree.
R. LITTEI.I., President. k. ft. Lotto. loe i'resident. W . T. T %INDY, I ashier.
CITY 22:3-es.INTIC,
Cornier ilasrea.te.
C A P IT A I. R60,000.00. PLUS ShO.000.00.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS g.;.00o.00.
This Hoak Deers Its Services To The Public as s Safe Depositary,
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THE NEW ERA
-PUSLISERD 111115.-
IP. Eon Pranks' sad Mishear Co.
$1 A YEAR.
- -
Guesses at um vosseMes tn Hopkinstrille as
...send class matte.. .
Oton Rates.
We will furnish the Weekly New
Eno and any of the publication
named below at priciest indicated:
comeaseeta1 Gwent*  $1.701510
1.75
1.90
1.ta0
190
1.00
ROO
3 19
1.50
4.10
cao
4.3.)
RIO
125
175
5 00
Deily Louisville Poet.
()lobe Democrat..
Chicane News
M(, Louts Twice a Week aseubles
Coerber-Joarnei
Cincinnati linquIrer 
Ceatury Magazine 
81. Nieholaa.
Parer'. Horne Jourwal.. 
Seribner's &gamine
Book Buyer,
Harper's Magazine 
t, &epee's Weekly 
A•reer's Bazar.
ittsreer's Young People 
Nome Magazine
Kentucky Methodist 
Retool le keestatee.
Friday, Nuumber 17, 1893.
foms ana ocistv.
Mr. R. C. Piece, of H•rodoe,
here yeeterday.
Mr. GOO. Majors, of %overly, was In
town yesterday.
Mrs. Dr. Collins, of H•rudon, visit-
ed the city this week.
Mr. Robert Solomon, of Kelly's
station. is in the citv.
Mr. Steven Rive., of the Pembroke
neightiorbmwl, was here to day.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ragsdale, of La-
fayette, were in the city yesterday.
Mr. Arthur Henry, tl Newstead,
was in the tity_ yesterday morning.
Mr. Jobe Hopson, et 'tiering
Springy, was In the city yesterday.
Mr. Ore. Harrison, of Oraeey, was
in tbe city on businees this week.
Mr. LE. Wash, a prominent farm-
er, of Trigg county, was In town to-
day.
Park City Times :-F. M. queries, of
Hopkiosville, is in tbe city on busi-
leMie
Dr. John McKenzie. of Jackson
vilie, III , was in Hopkinsville yes-
terday.
Dr J. E. Stone, of Herndon, was in
the city on business yesterday mor-
ning.
Mr. 0. M. queries and daugtter,
Miss Llxs'e, were here from Howell
yesterday.
Mr. A. A. Winfree. the hustling
Casty morshant, was in the city on
business to day.
Owensboro Mmereoger. :-M r. John
W. Richard., of Hopkinsville, was In
the city yesterday.
Miss Ledford of
Springs neighborhood,
in the city to-day.
Mies Susie McComb'', of Pembroke,
came to the city on the 10 o'clock
train yesterday morning.
Mrs. Dr. Wilson and daughter, from
the Howell neighborhood, were In
the city this week.
Miss Nannle Byers of Trenton, I.
visiting her brother, Mr. F. M. Byers,
on West Seventh street.
Miss Taylor Elward•, from the
Church Hill neighborhood, was shop-
ping in the city to day.
Mr. Thos. Watson, of the Pembroke
neighborhood, was In Hopkineville
on business this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Moot Dawson, from
tbe vicinity of Roaring Springs, were
vieltheg in the city Wednesday.
Miss Ethel Hurst, of Clarksville,
who hes been the guest of the Misses
Flack has returned to her home.
Dr. J. B Jackson, of Crofton, It. in
the city. Dr. Jackson is a member of
the Board of Pension Examiner., for
this county.
Mrs. Cornelia Wallace has returned
from Padumb, where she has been
spending several weeks visiting her
datrghter, Mrs. Will Weals.
---Jfenderma Oleaoer:-Miss Charlie
RadforffandMeas Annie LauraChlids,
wire have been visiting Mrs. Chas.
Mitchusson. returned yesterday to
their home in Hepkinsville.
Mr John Crow, of Henderson, the
very popular and efficient represen-
tative of the Deering Machine Corn-
parity, was wiling with his old friends
In H-pktneville, this morning.
Mr. J. R. Barr, of the C. 0 & S. W.
ergineering corpe, has been in the
city for several days- He la making
an inspection of the trestles sod
bridges on the Ohio Valley division.
Mrs Julia A. Luosford, of L'oper-
vine, Va., baying spent some time
with her nephews at Cbattanooga, is
now on a visit to her brother, Judge
John W. McPbersoo, on Fifteenth
street.
(lie Raring
Wag shopping
Mr. (3eo. Metcalfe, formerly of this
city, but who for some time resided
at Princeton, where he is in the em-
ploy of the Southern Manufacturing
Company, hi in Hopkinsville mixing
with his o'd friends.
NOVEMBER 23rd.
"'Ws the Night ea Which Ex-Gov.
Rohl. L Taylor Will be Here.
Ex-Governor R krt. L. Taylor will
'Positively be here on the night of
Thareday, the 23rd inst., at the oosna
House. where he will deliver his new
lecture, The Paradise of Fools."
ever since Gov. Bob. Taylor spun
his Mat yarn, and made his first
Right in the bright realms of mirth
and music in hie unique web -drama,
which be calls the 'Fiddle and the
Bow,' he has been greeted ever,-
wbere as a splended succeed on the
platform.;
The dramatic critics and popular
°pinto° have crowned him with dis-
tinguished honors; but one success
only gives birth to the desire to
aehievs oth ru still greater.
Gov. Taylor enters the lists of 1893
94 with the most delightful produc-
tion of his life, 'The Paradiee of
Fools. ins new lecture is a comedy
in which its author mingles shadow.
of pathos; and It glows with pictures
of the Paradise of childhood, youth,
love, old age, and home. It is adorn-
ed with delightful etorles of the fol-
lies and frivolities of society, politic.,
and the business world; and It illus-
trates true to life 'what fools these
/mortals be '
Positive sad Negative.
The Race question is unsettled.
But it is settled that Hood's r3arespa-
tills leads all remedies.
Disease marebee through all land..
But good health blesses all who tab.
Hood'. Sarsaparilla.
Dyspepsia is a great foe of the hu-
man race. But Hood'. Sarsaparilla
pats it to 11 ght.
Scrofula is one of the most terrible
of diseases. But Hood's Saresporilla
expels it from the system.
The people of this day, like Job,
suffer from bolls. But Hood's Sar-
saparilla Is a sovereign remedy for
them.
Catarrh is one of the most disagree-
able disorders. But H tod's Sarsepe-
rilla 14 sure to relieve and cure it.
Rheumatism reeks the system like
a thnorteserew. But it relfeete be-
fore the power of Hood's Sarsaparilla.
liva, of ag petite leads In melanebo-
1 la. But Hood's Sar.aparilla makes
b • pilot,. et r, past Dente lip, estate.
Life is short and time is tieetiog,
bet Hood's Sarsaparilla will bless hu-
manity as tie ages roll on.
Mrs. H.C. Richards itiquite ill from
an attack of pneumonia.
A new hotel is being erected at
Providence, over in Webster county
FARMIRS:-Gaither k West will
buy your wheat delivered at any sta-
tion in the county. w1::
The First Baptist church st Padu-
cah has extenoed a mill to Rev. Mr.
Carpenter, a very able minister who
resides in Louisville.
Mr. John Wicks, a merchant at
Fruit Hill, has *old his store to Mr.
Chas. Williams, of that neighborhood,
who will do business at the old stand.
Marshall and Lyou counties will be
represented by a third party man in
the next legislature. Judge Barry,
the Democratic nominee, was beaten
by stay-at-home Democrats.
Serofula eradicated and all kindred
diseases cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla
which by its vitalizing and altered'e
effects, makes pure blood.
Mr. John Moeley, of the Fairview
neighborhood, has sold his large
farm to James Morley, and hair pur-
chased the Reason Elliott farm a few
miles East of Hopkinsville.
Judge C. N. Pendleton, formerly of
Pembroke, led in the vote oast in
Owensboro for city officer', reoeiviog
931 votes for city judge. 'Ibis is quite
• compliment to the Judge. The
New ERA extends congratulations.
Louisville Times: "Every Ken-
tuckian shou'd plant a tree on Arbor
day, November 17. In the future
more trees will be needed by or for
the mobs that are so rapidly .hoilti-
plying here and elsewhere." •
On the report of Dr. Sanford Hunt,
of New York, made at Minneapolis,
Minn., Thursday, the general mis-
sionary oommittee of the Methodist
church approprialed tot the work of
foreign and dnanestie missions the
sum of $1,150,C00.
Having severed my connection
with Mr. Garner in the drug busineei
at Lafayette Ky , I wish to think my
friends for their liberal support, and
hope they will continue the same to
Mr. Garner. This November the let,
'93. al 3: W. E. TRAJIERN.
Frank Wadlington, the alleged
murderer of Tobe Watson last Satur-
day at Eddyville, has waived exami•
nation and Is endeavoring to secure
bail. It appears that his efforts will
he unsuccessful, as public sentiment
Is strongly against him.
The proposition to bulOI a new
court house at Cadiz was submitted
to the voters of Trigg eounty on
1 ue•day and lacked 72 votes of car-
rying. Cadiz will have to make out
the best she can with the presenV
Temple of Justice which Is rather a
dilapidated concern.
Geo. C. Long, Executor of J. M.
Clark, dec'd. will *ell his personal ef-
fects on the farm, Tuesday, Novem-
ber, 28 1893, Including this years
crop of wheat, oats, corn, hay and
clover seed, also fat hogb and other
valuable live stock.
Nov.lad&w 2w.
At Lone Oak, in the. Clarksville
neighborhood, Duff Castleberry was
killed by Richard Dickson Saturday.
It is thought that the homicide was
justifiable as Castleberry Is said to
have been threatening the life of
Dickson. Dickson killed Castleberry
by striking him on the head with a
plank.
There is a grand "kick" going up
from each county iu the Etat.
in regard to the oesi of
the revolving drum tee be
used in selecting juries inder the
new law. The counties are charged
$Z for the commune, and the claim is
made that any tinner in the State
would be glad to furnish them at $5
each. Everything that the last Leg-
islature did has proved costly.
Ex Governor Robt L. Taylor's new
lecture, "The Paradise of Fools" is
said to be better even than "The
Fiddle and the Row " The ex Gover-
nor understands human nature, and
plays on its feelings with skill. III.
a lecture that will entertain any
audience because it is just what it
pretends to be. There are many tine
touches and an abundance of fine
humor. Bob Taylor will be here on
the night of Thursday, November ti
The suit of J. C. Carey, in the Cald•
well Circuit Ceurt, went against Mr.
Ed. Wash, of Trigg county, in which
the plaintiff asked judgment for 91,-
611.61 against the defendant. When
the verdict was brought to Judge
Grace set the same sabre. Judge
Pratt, however, sustained the j vire
verdict last week. Motion for a new
trial was made. Failing in securing
a rehearing in Circuit Chart tbe
cause will be carried to the Court of
A ppealie
Business mPu who have been in
the habit of using government stamp•
ed envelopes will note the fact that
as boon as the eontront for priuttpi
runs out you can only get envelopes
printed at your borne office., as the
government will stop competiug with
the prioter in printing addressee
thereon. Also, by a recent ruling,
your letter will be held thirty days
unless you have printed on the en-
velopes the number of days you wish
them held.
Paducah Standard: The Newil
Richmond will serve dinner to day
under the new manegement. Mr,
J. W. Yancy of Hopkineville, who
recently leased this weli-known
house, is the sole proprietor and has
mad* many improvements tip% will
add materially to the looks of the
place. Mr. Yancey is a hotel man of
long experience, is populat wittaall
traveling men and will no donbt
control a large share of the patron-
age-
The editor of a country paper sotto-
guises thus: "When a child Is been
the attending physician gets CO and
the editor a cussing, if he happens to
wake a mistake in the date or the
sex. When a marriage issolemnized
the minister gets $5 or $10; the editor
Ws a Dieki• Of two perhaps for 'tome
extra copier,. provided the list of
preseots is printed. When a death
(recurs the undertaker gets $190; litle
editor a few more uicklee for extra
copies, and another cussing if he
don't say it Jost right."
There are POMO things you should
never do. Never walk on a railroad
track; point a gun or pistol at anoth•
er; never attempt to get on or off a
moving train; never put your name
on another man's note; never keep
your savings in an old stocking under
the bed; never play a game of chance
with a prepossessing stranger; osier
run for cftlee when you have a paying
position in private life; never vote
the Republican ticket; and last, but
not least, never calla bigger man than
you a liar.
Returns front Tuesday's voting in
Trigg ooenty show that Tipton A.
Miller, Democratic nominee for the
State Senate, received about Stgi ma-
jority over Hudepeath, Populist ;
that Fenton Sims, Democratic nomi-
nee, has about 71 majority over Dr.
Lackey, Populist. for Idepreseulative,
and that Maj. Mat McKinney, Dears
°erratic nominee for County Superin-
tendent, about 350 majority over W.
T. Tooke, Republican. The voting
all over Trigg °omit,' was expeediug-
ly light-only about half of the voters
turning out.
Shiloh's Cure, the great tough and
Croup Cure, is for Paw by as. Pock. t
size coetains twenty-five doses, only
26o. Children love it. Wyly A Bur-
molt,
Highest of all in Leavening rower.- I ,itest U. S. titiv 't kcirort.
Al Powder
ABSOIVIELY PURE
cal i and see Inompson & loatiort,•
bond/mum display of Banquet Lamps.
Alba Hey woott'a "Ii:direwrxid
Folk." will be here on the night of
the =Lid. Dna% forget it.
Alba Heywood and his excellent
company appear at the Opera House
on the night of Wednesday, the MI
inst. Remember that.
Mr. Jas. T. Wallace, the popular
young druggist, has secured the'ser-
vices of an able prescriptionist in the
paitipti of Mt. A. A. Ellis, late of Chat-
tanooga
E. G: Dew and Miss Bettie L.Seott,
of Toed county, eloped to Clarksville
and were married at the Northington
Howie reut.tley night. The cerettrony
wits performed .by 'Rev. P. A. Sowell.
'On the first Monday In December
the isdtee of the Catholic church will
have an oyster supper in the hall
over Mr. A. A. Meiz'is store. The
proceeds will be for the benefit of theril
chureii.
Rev. W
St. Peel's
Dudley Powere, Rector of
Episcopal ciburelo at Hen-
dereoe, received a very 2 dtiring 0411
from a churgh at Covlugtbo; Ky.,
tIferred to remain in Ilendersou.
whit* bewFM, ice iilftlinied as be
pr 
 I '
Truateee
Dud elps, sofa piliows, skirts, tea
Jsckets, collar and cuff begs, etaeket,
bags, ciothes bags, and all kinds of
serviceable things for everybody
D s not nuake your Christmes presents
but buy them of the "Willing Wor-
keze."
The NEW ESA has received an in-
vitation to the marriage of Miss Wil-
lie Louise Barr to Mr. Jobu J. Met•
calfe, which will take place at the
First Baptist t bomb In Bowling
Greet, at 2 o'clock Wednesday after-
noon, the 22nd inst.
Mr. (us Young wl I move his hard-
ware eittablishment from his present
place on Court street to his new
building on Virginia street about the
first of the year. It Is not yet known
who will take the house at present
occupied by Mr. Young.
Just as we go to press the sad news
reaches us that Mr. Moe* West, late
Sherifl of this cont, had died at he
kennels Madisonville from typhoid.
pneumonia. He will be buried in
this city to day by the Knights of
Pythias.
The Medisonville Hustler says:
'Mose West and family, formerly of
Ropkineville, this week moved to
Msdisouville and are n w bonsfide
citizens of our city. Tbey moved
their furniture a week or two sioce.
Mr. West will go into business soon.
He with others will occupy the new
Dulin Block on Main street. lie it.
one of the firm of Dully. West & Co
Our people gladly welcome this fsini•
ly to our town."
Why don't the citiz-us of Hopkinee
villa take gonteopieps looking to the
securing of the repair shops of the L
& N. rsilrosd for this .city. It has
been determined to move them away
from Earriugton, and there is is no
reason' why we should not try to get
them. The money paid to the work-
men in those shops would be spent
here and would be quite an item with
our merchants. Try. If you should
secure them it would be a good thing
for the city, if you should fail, you
will n3t have lust anything by reason
,othavIng tried.
.4CHILD ENJOY'
The pleasant Ivor, gentle action
and ~those tarots of Syrup ef Figs.
when in need of a laxative, and if
the father or mother be othalive or
bilious, the most gratifying results
follow its use; so that it is the best
family remedy known, and every
family should have a bottle on hand.
POSITIONS GUARANTEED.
Money for tuition can be deposited
In bank till poetleu is secured. taut
pass-81)  "free" Catalogue wills x pilau
'..11."
Address J. P. DoArottos, Pres -
Draughoo's C. P. Bus. College and
&hoot of Shorthand-Nashville,
Tenn. FOUR WEEK'S by our system
of teaching bookkeeping is equal to
?WHINE WEEKS by the Old Style
Enter at any time. ;Meutiou this
piper
Dissolut int Notice.
The partnership heretofore exletirg
between Thomas Rodman and R. T.
Petrer, in the flour name of Rodman
& Co., le this day dIseolved by mutual
consent, Mr. Redman retiring. The
shoe business.viill be continued in the
name of Patios dit'o.
' Toomas lionNtaN.
R. T. PETREE.
Ropkiasville, Ky ,Nov. 11, le93.
5,000
Fruit Trees of all Kin di.
Which were sold, but not called for
will sell at a sacrifice, don't miss it.
CHAS. LAYNE,
at Layne's Stable.&
A TALENTED ACTOR,
Who Will .tear at the Opera [louse
on the 22nd Inst.
Io speaking of Me. Alba Heywood.
;be Pedestals Standard has the follow-
log to say:
"The erksaiile comedian, Alba
Reywood, that star. this seaeou in
'Edgewood Folks,' and who, by the
war. Is making a tremendous PAW-
Oevoi in the piece, is an exceetilugly
clever artist behind the scenes, as
well as before his audience. In every
perfortruidoe of 'Edgewood Folks'
this talented young actor handles,
from thedilltie be enters his dressing
room in' citizen's clothes until he
leaves in oitizon's clothes, oae bun
deed and seventetedpieces of roe' n Mee
besides his makeetpte for his face
He fully eustalue five dl-tlnrt char-
acterr, completely th&itig self in
mien, sod 1.be rapid ehaugee ar•
aunties .shows the wonderful swift-
ness and skill with which he works
whon not entertaining his audience.
lb. longest time given him for a
complete ehange of costume and
make-up in six minute., aud tLe
shortest time he teeo $tiuts. ADP
dee not accustomed to the dressing
Loom art may Lot fully appreciate
this statement, but those familiar
with it know that the most rigid ad-
herence to system and routine must
be sustained: Any little misplace-
ment of an article w uld sorely cauee
a delay and necenearily make a hitch
in the performance. Mr. Heywood
has sever yet missed a cue in a •ingle
Sli OT.
Renoir of a shooting Which la Said to
Have Occurred Friday or Saturdat
It is reported that Charles D. Davis,
who his lately been keeping a store
just across In Tennessee, was serious•
ly and probably fatally shotilln a dif-
ficulty Fiedity or Saturday night.
The details of the matter and this-
name of the man who did the shoot-
ing could not be aseertained. It is
said that Davis was severely wound-
ed, the ball entering his side and
ranging around his body, is thought
to have loiged in or near his spinal
column. His wound is said to he
very much similar to the one received
by his brother, Wm. B. Davis, one of
the actors in the Davis-West tragedy
whioh a few months ago took place
at the depot in this city. Should
this man die he will be the fourth
member of his family to meet a vlo
lent death, his father and two broth
ens having been killed
41.
TO 410 THE DOCTORS.
otpethel College ippropri
ate 8100 for Foot Ball.
The trustees of Bethel College a
Russellville have thrusted $10o to the
foot ball team of that institution, the
money to be used in purchasing uni-
forms dic . tic. Everything necessary
to complete Its outfit has been order-
ed by the team, and it expects to be
in good shape by Thanksgiving day,
when a wretch game will be played
with the Ogden College team from
Bowling Green. This will be a great
thing for the surgeons in Russellville.
Wonder why the Hopkiusville doc-
tors don't !Deluca the boys to organize
a team in this city..'
.4 MISTAKE
Csueeti 11 he to Exercise Greater tare
ftere
A clergyman in a neigh b oink, town
was annoyed by people talking and
giggling. He witted and looked at
the di iturber, and said: "Some years
ago, as I was preaching, a youth who
sat before me was continually laugh.
lug, talking and making uncouth
gr.niacee. I paused and administer-
ed a severe rebuke. After the close
of the sermon a gentleman said to
me: 'Sir, you made* great riis-
take ; that youth was an idiot.'
Since then I have been afraid to re-
prove those who misbehave in church
lest I shou d repeat that mistake and
reprove soother idiot." During the
rest of the te.rvice there was good or-
der.
A Narrow Escape.
Toe Northbound L & N. passenger
Sunday night narrowly escaped a
serious accident at Itsnkin, a el 0.11011
just this side of Henderson. One of
the wheels under the express car
broke, and but for the promptness
with which the engineer applied his
air brakes a fearful accident would
in all probability have happened.
The damage done was repaired, arid
the train, after a delay of four or five
hours, went on its nay:
Here is some news for you. The
Mayfield Monitor says: "Hopkins-
ville's new 00,000 hotel has been
millt up to the second story."
WELL SAID.
A Description of Beethoien's Sixth
S)nephon).
I. Bote logersoll's description of
:tteethovell's sixth symphony, which
Is cap.urlug his audieriets this - year,
is as follows: "A sound-wrought
picture of the fields and woods, of
flowering hedge and hippy homes
where thruehee build and swallows
fly, and mothers sing to babes-and
echo of the babbling lullaby of brooks
that, dallying, wind and flow, where
meadows heir their deleted boeom
teethe .use-the laugh of children and
the rhythmic rustle of the whisper
Ing leaves-the etrophe of peasant
life, a eerfr ct poem of content and
love."
Capt. Sweeney, U.S. A., San Diego,
Cal., says: "Slid )h's Catarrh Reme-
dy ia the first medicine I have ever
found that vieuld do me any good."
Price Wets. Sold by Wyly &Burnett.
HAVE YOU GOT ASMIA?
If so Stockton's Antiseptic will
surely cure it. There is no use trying
local treatment. You have got to get
the Microbes out of the system, and
to do that. you must take Stockton'e
Antiseptic. For sale by all druggists.
Nashville, 'Peon., March 6, 1893.-
The Stockton Medicine Co. Nash-
ville, Tenn , Gentlemen: I have had
muscular Itheurnatiem and Indiges-
tion for a number of years, and lost
hopes of ever finding relief, as the
most ...killed ithysiciatie had failed in
iii v case, but I ant happy to state
our Antiseptic haw made a complete
cure, and I do most heartily recom-
mend it to all for Rheumatism and
Indigestion. I will gladly answer all
inquiries in regard to Antiseptic.
Yours respectfully,
W. E liammosr,
310 Broad street
THE DEAL.
Some Fasts is Regard to:the Railroad
Matter.
The following dispatch from New
York was printed in the papers yes-
terday:
"The Louisville and Nashville has
made the following statement in re-
gard to the control of theCbesapeake.
Ohio and Southwestern: The road
was taken to keep other lines from
getting it, to secure terminals at
I. ,uisville and Memphis and also the
Ohio Valley, which has been a distur-
ber of rates. The Louisville & Nash-
ville pays $6,000,000 for it and guar-
antees the Interest on $6,000,000 of
first morlg go bou,ds. C. P. Hunting-
ton glees the company the capital
stock of the Southwestern road, also
something over $4,000,000 of second
mortgage bonds.' The Louisville and
Nashville gives the flUnele Central
running privileges on the line from
Fulton to NIeruphis 'with the Use of
the terminals at Memphis. The Illi-
nois Central, In consideration, in-
dorses $6,000,000 of the I A N. deben-
tures and receives as security the
capital stock and second mortgage
bond* of the Southwestern line. The
Ceeillian branch, hearted to the latter,
and the lirinceton branch will revert
to the Louisville and Nashville,
oerforne•nee, or kept the stage wait- which will operate tie Southwestern
lug for A morueut." ifrom January 1st.
"5.
The Tobacco Market.
Sales on the Louisville tobacco
breaks pumber 512 hogsheads Wed-
nesday morning. Clarislficatiou foie
lows: 408 old and 57 of '93 crop Bur-
ley; 5 old, 28 new and 13 of '113 crop
dark tobacco. Original in section.
348 hogsheads; reviews, l2'; Wednes-
day's rejections, 7S.
The tobacco market wus strong,
with advancing tendency. A new
hogshead sold for $15 in the afternoon.
remand good.
There are
Some things
That a child
Can do as
Well as a
__AMMO
ress Goods.:)*
 
ress Goods.
CLOAKS! CLOAKS! CLOAKS!
 _ 'Grown person. There was never in the history-. of Hopkinsville
PREFERRED LOCALS such a large stock of Dress Goods and 'Cloaks as
l:----;;;77:7 F
or Instance, weean offer the people this Fall.. Every style of
oiter s Clothing Send your boy to 
Ladies and Childrens Cloaks can be found in our
-STORE! 
All-wool heavy and
light weight overcoats,
all colors, $2. $3, $4 $5
and $6. See them. Ood
coats, pants. and vests.
A consignment of hea-
vy boots to close out
cheap.
H N. GARDNER.
Next door to New Era Office.
Selling out at coat my entire stock
of clothing. Boston Store, Foetal'
block.
Just received new lot of
ladies, misses and children
heavy winter weight under-
wear at Sam Frankel's.
E. M. Gooch receives
goods on oil trains; so
you see they are fresh.
Roots & Shoes cheaper than any
store in Hopkineville, Boston Store
Court street.
Jobn Griffith for fine
Candies and Fruits cf
every kind.
Cloaks Cloaks
We have too many and
must close them out 1-5 off
marked prices for next 10
days at Sam Frankel's.
Another big lot of
solid Bull dog Jeans
Bricches at 75cents and
$1-00 at J. H. Ander-
son & Co.
us for anything you
may need, Bridles, Sad-
dles. Blankets, Collars,
Pads and Whips.
Everythiug marked
in plain figures!
This cold weather
calls for
Lap Robes,
Horse Blankets,
and
Oil Covers,
We have a large as-
sortment of these.
Leggins from The up,
can fit you nicely.
Whether you wish to
buy or not call and see
them, no trouble to
show goods
F. A 1iT&CO
NO. 18, h INTH STREET
TABLER'S
PILEBUCKEYE
+OINTMENT+
CURES NOTHING BUT PILES.
A SURE and CERTAIN CURE
Known for 15 years as the BEST
REMEDY FOR PILES.
emend ay altainank zunctia co.. rr. Lela.
Bed blankets and comforts1 BUCKNER (11 HAYS
all sizes at Sam Frankel's REAL ESTATE.
kv ,Gentlemen, heavy white
red and fancy underwear at
Sam Frankel's.
F. M. Gooch for all
kinds of produce and
fresh groceries.
NEW MILLINERY GOODS
Miss Alice Hayes wishes to inform
her lady friends that she is now re-
ceiving her Fall stock of millinery
goods and invites an early' call. Old
stand, up stairs over T. M. Jones.
store.
Ladies muslin underwear
at Sam Frankel's.
Before you buy your clo-
thing, it will pay you to
look over Sam Frankel's
stock of suits and overcoats.
SAM FAANKEL
Has just received& new lot of wash
and rope embroidery silks.
New colors of Florence Knitting silk
New " Single and split sephyrs.
New " Tee wools.
All " _Knittiog yarns.
All '• Satin top sailor..
New shades of Water proofs.
New " Hop sackings.
New Dress Styles Giughanns.
New "
Dissolution Notice.
Know 1.11 met) that this day the
film of Trahern tk Garner have die-
.01 ved partnership by mutual et 11-
e-nt, Edwin Garner coutinuing the
busineess at the same place He as-
suming all debts the firm may be
owing up to this date. Thankful for
toe past patronage he solicits a con
tin riarief4 iif the same. 'Ibis Novem-
ber the 1st, 1893
W. E TROHRRN.
1.,Y) EDWIN (VARNER
eaUv for You,
With a Fine, Large Stock of
Clothing, Boots, Shoes and
Dry Goods at
Hard Time
Remeffilwr
thio. Moaycn,
'The Farmer'. Friend "
A Good Thing,
C. H. Lsyne is agent for the Star
Coil Spring Shaft Supporter and
Anti-Itettler. Call at hi• etabie and
•re them.
NOTICE.
I am now grinding corn nieal arid
crust:lel wheat and corn at lime kiln
on Elm street. The patronage Of the
farmers is solicited.
lore tart am ALEX GILLILAND.
We Are In It
When it comes to keeping
always on hand a NICE,
CLEAN, FRESH, and
TASTFUL stock of GRO-
CERIES at low down prices.
I want your trade. Call and
see and be convinced of what
we say.
W. F. Randle,
A gt.
DRESS MAKING.
Misses Kate and Lee Vaughn have
opened up a Dress Making E.tablisio
went at their residence on Campbell
street and will be Riad to serve the
public. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Will close after Nov-
ember 1st. All persons
ho) dine checks for
Lamps will plqase have
them filled to the amt.
of $25.00 as the time
will expire November
1st. New Can Goods,
New Crop of Molasses,
all kinds ef Vegtables.
Fresh Butter constant-
ly on hand. Call and
see me. Yours Anx-
ious to Poem:,
E. M. GOOCH
•••••
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INSURANCE
.t91„'19.T.•
dt SA 1.3:• -The only lintel at Lafayett. Ky.
15 roomn,sinoke house, ice house, new frame
stable, two never falling wens, cow howl*,
corn eel!), ware ro teet, genitive as
good as new, lot including garden and clover
iot containing about 11-tatters. Fine patron.
are, tadli regii:ar mei transient, and good
livery liminess 41111 be dine. rrIce low,
terms ens/.
CIF! PROPERTY FOR SALE.
Two story frame residence. 2 acre it, south
side east 701 Si., contains a cave in which
me ,ta as can lie Sept at all 801160•44. Low
price and terms easy
Ste room cottage and lot on north side 15th
(Maple rit. CHEAP.
Six room cottage on south side 113th Maple,
st- opposite above, at a bargain.
Two story frame ttweinne and I acre lot,
we 7th st. splendid residence.
Brick dwelling, 10 r(t.itra•, vestibule ha la.
Sarre lot, trees, shrubtery and out-buildinge,
nearly new, best resideuce in city. Walnal
street.
Cottage and lot on 'north side fith st., l ust
above °ethane church, lot Wein ft.
Two lots, each 1031113 ft. north nide 9th
St., aboae Catholic church.
Lot on south side 9th at,. opposite Catholic
church.
Cottage •nd mere lot north side Ilia st, ad -
touting Mrs. slisntplan.
Acre lot on 5th et adjoining the above.
Cottage and lot It 2306 ft. on west side Jai-
up'r Avenue,
Elegant two story frame residence, earner
14th and Walnut street.
Cottage and lot 7531X1 ft. west side Liberty
st, on 7j,00
Cottage and two Iota west aide Liberty It.
Brick residence and lot 112513L311 ft, Corner
Campbell and Iltb sta.
Residence lote2 1-2313t2 ft, corner Inn and
Campbell sta.
Desirable dwelling and lot with trees
nhiubbery and green-house. west suss Brown.
between 2nd and 4th eta, at a bargain.
Dwelling and lot about 7t/z3U0, south side
east 7th .t.
Lot M02100, comer Belmont and th eL.
Finest lot on 7th street.
Busineen lot 19 3-32119 ft.. 7th at. next to
New Era °Mee.
Busineas 'ot corner Water and 7th
▪ near') S. freight depot.
Elegent residence lots on South Virginia
st, 401210 rt. U alley. Bent residence property
In the city and L a bar gain.
SUBURBAN PROPERTY.
Hui se with 5 roman, lot IN acres, Just out
side, near Hopewell cemetery
House and lot near city limits, northwest
of Hopewell Cemetery.
Be.' rable residence lots on east 7th at, Just
out side city limit&
lerairatile lots west of North Main at,
out site city limits
4e acres desirable residenee Intl, one cum-
south from city, on Palmyra road
FARM PROPERTY.
230 acre farm at Oak Grove station, is
P ineton branch of L & N. It R.
nil acre farm, well Improved g sad land,
plenty oftimber ant good mill. 3 1-2 miles
soutbrant ftom Pembroke.
tiood farm of Itillaerr• on lereenvine roast,
5 niPee from city, will divide It if desired.
142 acre farm 3 milee east from t;rofien.
blood limean tie land.
Farm of 222 acres, well improved, near
Newstrail, at a bargain.
Fine :till acre otock farm, well improved.
6 miles from Hopkinsville, abundance of
timber aid running water.
Stock farm of 515 wee., C 1-2 mile* from city,
fine soil, tinilw r Him water, and fairly well im-
provcel, ritual he wild at ,,nee.
Farm 44'196 acres, near Montgomery, in
Trial county, Ky , well improaed and With
an abundance of timber and water, good
neighborhood and flue land. A bargain.
We have fine farms ranging from Tit toile
acres end in price from Li 00 to Le 00 per
cite. Lail on or addreen.
BUCKNER & HAYS.
CHRISTIAN CIRCUIT
'OURT.
1... T. I oleman. h•
egmlio.1 Notice To Cr(-tillOrr.
. F. Pa LL  atc.)
All premien h•ving maim, against W. T.
ristimi are hereby notified to Me name before
me, pros f-rt According to laa • on or before the
day
JAS I). HAN s,
Speetial Cumuli/stoner,
Christian Circuit Court;
Anna C. litunaugh, Plaint,t1
as. , Equity,
W T. Ifitonleigh,I efeatitilit, )
Notice Is hetet,' warn that th• above nani
041 persons hays this day 11 lea In lair hfriee a.
clerk of sell coon teeir Joint pet it iou_pniyies
the court to empower the asild Sena 12. Bro.
naugh 10 inakeenatracta, and be sued and
trade In t,,r own name, am it .he Were • single
woman, awl els, to ii .r. employ sell and din-
pose of all her property, real. personal awl
mixed. Now owued tia her or which sli• may
hereafter sie,pilre from the debts, contracts
cl•imn, nianagenieut or ontrol of her said
hustiatel by deed or will, and In all respeeta to
manage and control her property as If she
were seinen &rot nowArrled woman. And I
hereby delognate the Heidi insville New Lea
a suitable newspaper to publuthtlita notice for
ten .1a).
it, till,, Diet. Attest J. M. fivaaLIN,i,
Clerk of said Court.
WI•1,141tIL ALLII•••WoRill.
Attorneys for Petition.
wt.* • unties.. • aasit.......seee
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store this season. and no lady can have any ex-
cuse for leaving our house this Fall in search of
a handsome dress, as there is not a color that
cannot be found in our. stock. Our Millinery
stock is the largest we have ever had and we
will sell Hats Cheaper than any house in the city.
All of our shoes go at Cost, Unlaundred 'Shirts
at New York Cost. All our goods were bought
to sell not to keep. Come and see us.
RICHAR S 02.
The Spot Cash Bargain House.
II
ii
'11
II
ii
Bigger Values!
Creater Bargains!
LOVIler Prices!
Than anywhere else, are
things you always
get at
COX BROTHERS.
Come to us for your FALL OUTFIT of CLOTHING, ITI/NISHINUF_I,
HATS, GLOVES, TRUNKS, &e. We will conviurce you of the above and
present you-M9TEDED-a Large, Handsome solid Oak Vold.-
Linz Table, =look leac3= or Z.:Classic Rack_
cost you absolutely nothing. -We bought them to give to our Patrons. and we
are going to do it
COX BROS.,
-One Price, Fair Dealing, cASH Clothiers, Main Street.- if I
S.
DID YOU KNOW<
That Rubber Boots and Shoes have ad-
vanced 20th25 per cent.? But don't you
pay it. We were fortunate enough to Ket" a
"tip" just before the advance and, we laid in
our stock at old prices.
WE ARE SELLING
Women's plain rubber Sandals
Women's Buckle Arctics
Men's 6 6 6 6
Women's Storm Rubbers
Men's plain rubbers
at 20e
fin, Ere
I at,
" 81.00
40 & 50c
40e
6 6
Don't buy any rubbers till you get our
prices.-In fact our candid opinion is, that
it would pay you to set our prices on any-
thing you may need in Boots, Shoes Cloth-
ing unal Furnishings, before you buy. We
have picked up some marvelous bargains
during the stringency of the last two months
J. oH Anderson &'CO.',
Corner Main and 10th Sts, Opp. Forbes & Bro.
FULL and RUNNING OVER
Is our house of Fall and Winter Clothing.
Bought at the right time; when needy manufac-
turers and jobbers were hungry for ready cash,
and such is our condition to-day. A larger stock,
better assortment, latest styles, newer novelties,
choice goods, finer qualities, lower prices, truer
bargains. Our doors are open and our salesmen
are always willing and ready to show .you
through.
ammotElothing Shoe Co
VAirriittire
The Handsomest And Bee
Large Stock To Select From
3IB .1L\T 31:33LAIEISEMES 117.1L.N;t33071C"ir
:-:-:-:PERFECT IN WORKMANHIP.:-:-:-
Undertaking Department Thoroughly _and •
Carefully Equipped.
113.A.3014170"St NAT.111..I.AiaM3Ft• 4
T OMPEION'., OLD 'T • ND-.
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DRIFTWOOD.
WRITTEN roe THE NEW KEA.
The recent election suggests to me
my theme, that of polities! And, as
I heard an old gentleman say the
other day, "Wbere in the blank did
all the Republicans eons* from, and
where in the blank did all the Demo-
crats go to!" There le a vast quantity
of latent humor in the American peo-
ple, and nothing draws it out so
much as an election. Why is Poli-
tics so popular! Why does it shake
noon up from their lethergy and fire
them with a peculiar zeal? I sup-
pan it must be because only at an
election is an inferior man the equal
of a superior man, and men who are
spurned and looked upon with con-
tempt the whole year 'round are on
those days entitled to the highest
privilege that a nation can bestow
upon her oltisena,-that of casting a
free ballot. Yes, we elbow and jostle
sealant men, when waiting our turn
I. vote same beneath us, male above
us intellectually and morally, yet all
en the same footing in the ballot box.
The ballot box is the tomb of caste,
the iconoclast of aristoeracy! The
man who hasn't a cent counts for as
much as the millionaire; the Inhabi-
tant of the batik alley and the chum
of the empty beer-keg for as much as
the pastor with his immaculate linen
aid holy horror; the man who never
paid a dollar of rent in his life for as
SIM& as he who may own whole
squares ca Rata to let. The ballot box
as fitting emblem of any socialistic
elder, ea iii. the very essences of so-
eiallam. Whether or not this is
right I will not Mecum here, but will
only say that there should be some
restrictions, some modification to the
existing order of things.
As our Intensely partisan brother,
John James Ingalls, has so vividly
expressed it, "Purity in Polities is
an irideeoent dream," and I firmly
bailees it. It's all right to formulate
fire and chaste theories about it, but
when the fight Is on those theories
vanish amid the storm of howling
midnight mobs, with dervishes and
devils to lead them. At least that is
what we Gall them on the "other
,td.." Men never shrink from any
underhand work In a campaign.
They cloak it in the smart phew.,
"political wire-pulling," which, be-
ing interpreted, means buying votes
and lying toe votes. That is to say,
en the "other side ;" of mores "wire-
pulling" means quite a different
thing with us. Then there is that
very expressive term "hob-nobbing,"
which, translated into the vernacu-
lar, steam putting yourself down
with Tom, Dick and Harry before
the electloo, and shaking the hand.
of them and calling them "brother,"
when, last after the majority is rolled
up, you give them the "dead shake"
instead of the hand-shake, and nook
alt by yourself again. They do that
way on the "other side," for I myself
have observed it. Just about one
man out of ten haa any reel convio-
none in the matter, and those are
always sure arid firmed as the solid
earth; such are always partisans on
one side or the other, and are the vi-
tal fores of a party. The other nine
are wheedled and cajoled bought and
sold, bulldozed ! Led by strings like
dogs, but getting no scraps from the
feset like those animals. Cooped up
and dieted before the election so they
can fight well and crow loud, and
after the election left to do their own
seratehIng,-"darn thum:" Tbe lies
theta demagogue will tell on the
stump OW bandage up the eyes of an
Ignorant erewd better than nineteen
hundred linen doable. :Paul, with
all those scales over his optics, law
better than these deluded men do.
But with all the evils attendant
upon it, Polities is, and always will
be, the most popular thing In the
sountry. Why the very woods are
fell of it. I'll bet you that our Pond
giver asighbore spend their long
winter nights before a blazing back-
log, decking scaly-bark hickory-
nuts and talking politics. And the
mimed fraternity, why in Polities
they live and move and have their
being! You can't tall them no thin';
they have the A. B. C. and the multi-
plioation table of Polities down fine.
Are there any who are 1308 interested
In Politics? I answer, Yes! Well,
who are they? They are the cultur-
ed and Intelligent, the wealthy and
thinking man. These are the ones
Gass who "stay at home" more than
any others. "The masses," as they
sell them, sever lose a chance of
meting their vote; but the "better
element" mod frequently do. Now
why they do this to one of the inscru-
table mysteries that harries us like
moseuitosio in this life. It is, of
course, a lack of interest; but why in
common sense this lack of interest!
The store-keeper doesn't take as
much lalereet In elestions as his
clerks, the employer not as much as
the employee. the farmer not nearly
so much se his hands. Do they
thine eieetioos are too ( °Niro.?
Well, out of this sort of common clay
a nation is molded, and Liaises you
vets yoe hays no part nor lot in the
states. What! Leave the affairs of
a great nation into the hand" of a
few wild-eyed and seticulating dem-
agogues and the undercrust of socie-
ty, while we placidly stay away
from the polls and block-beadedly do
de no work whatever? My little
boy, who has not yet learned to lisp
his father's name, knows better than
that. • man who can think and
won't think and won't think ought
to be made to think; and a man who
takes so little Interest in the welfare
of his country as to care not one way
or the other how an election goes is
not a true citizen to Use common-
wealth. That is about the only way
now we hays of showing our much-
boaded-of patriotismf and the seine
spirit that prompted Key to write the
"Star Spangled Banner" should
prompt every man of intelligence.
I had se soon be a tramp as a mug-
wump: They are just alike in my
estimation, se both have no home,
and both have fallen from grace, and
Isom* have fallen so far that they are
political cripples; Ben Butler, f'r
▪ Mere is more fun than a box of
monkeys in a real close campaign.
The personal onslaughts are some-
thing terrific. And the amount
of anecdote* told by dump
speakers is marvelous. Where
do they got them from? Echo
answer, out of the peat. It al-
ways beings tears to me eyes to listen
to s 'tamp-speaker howl out his
anecdotes. They bring back to
memory so wetly dear 613011•0 at my
childhood, and of departed friends,
long since laid beneath the weeping
willows. Friends and incidents of
antebellum days rise at the magic
Iread of those wizard anecdote". A
typical campaign speech reminds me
et a lemon cake, a layer of cake and
a layer of lemoo, and a layer of anec-
dote and a layer of personal abuse,
'that's when the populace yells
"give 'see bent.") and a white layer
of eggs and sugar over the cake and a
white layer (eumetimes a little fly-
@peeked, of party principles over the
speech. The stump speaker generally
has a pitcher of water ?y, on a email
table, from which he moistens his
whistle ever and anon as be waxes
warm. He begins at temperature
to degrees Fairenheit, but before he
sods the room is smelling of bell fire
and the thermometer registers l)
degrees. He sheds his vestments,
(but first his ooatmenta as he pro-
gresses, olandloo at last Ilk* an
arch-angel of war with arms out-
spread like an eagle's pinions, with
hair uprisen like Henrick Ibsen or
an Albino, with his breeches banging
by one gallows and the perspiration
standing out upon ills purpling face
like rain drops on a duca's back.
Tim then that be fulfills the wildest
dreams of his audience, who, unable
to restrain their enthusiasm, rush
madly upon him and yell In his ears,
and, what's worse, in his nose, until
the fumes of bad breath and the
clash of tuusultous discord quite
unstring him. Then he is carried on
their shoulders through the streeste
behind a braes bind! I glory lu
politics! What earthly joy is so
sweet? What pinnacle of Fame Is so
high? The proudly-wdlling breast
of a favored candidate is the proudest
thing in all the world. The turkey
and the peacock and the Jackdaw are
not "in it." See him there on the
shoulders of a cheering multitude,
fillad with the recollections of the
recent speech he has made, the
greatest effort of his life, see him
surrounded by torches and listening
to cracked braes out o' tune, with
men juggling their hats like a Hits-
doo does eggs; Noe him inhaling with
delight that whiekey•ladened at-
nesephere of a dark, uncertain hue,
and the. ask your self this question,
where is Napoleon and his Grand
Army at?
But one thing we must say, "in
conclusion," of the 'wet Ballot, it's
out of sight. • • •
TALK OF THE TOWN
The wonderful sale of German
Liver Syrup. The regeone for all this
is it has never failed to cure when
properly taken according to dire.-
Gone and its pheasant taste. Chil-
dren do not object to take it. They
ask for more after the first doe,.
Don't take any substitute. Price
501. and $1.00. Warranted at R. C.
kis dwieks drug store.
Paris has 4,000 American residents.
For 'Warta, Liver Troll,
ble,orIndigestion,use
BROWN'S IRON BITTERs
Women work on dutch railroads.
BROWN'S IRON BITTER5
cures Dyspepsia, In-
ligestion&Debility.
World's breweries, 51,000; Ger-
inany's 20,000.
CARLSTEDT'S GERMAN LIVER
SYRUP
Is the most pleasant and effective
remedy known to act gently, yet
promptly, on the kidneys, liver and
howels, and to cleanse the system ef-
fectually. It cures habitual consti-
pation permanently, dispels colds,
headaches and fevers, and prevents
the many ills that result from a weak
or inactive condition of the organs
on which it acts. Price (00e and $1.00
per bottle at R. C. Hardwick's drug
store. Sample bottle free.
The Duke of Sutherland owns 1,368,
645 acres.
Pain cannot resist the Great Reme-
dy Mendeohall's Infaillable Pain
Cure. It cures Colic, Cholera Mot-
bus, Flux, Summer Complaint, Act.
Warranted to give satisfaction or
money refunded. Sold by R. C
Hard w bk.
Boosicloth took its name from its
unusualp width.
Warta on her fingers, Corns on ber
toes, she will be miserable whe 
she goes, unless she uses "C. C. C 
Certain Corn Cure." Sold by R. C 
liardwiek.
Great Britain has 6600,000,000ln our
railroads.
You ean trip the phantaatio, and
feel very *leak, if you use "C. C.
C.", the great remedy for Bunions
and Corns, and all calloused Iona".
"C. C. C. Certain Corn Cate" Is
warranted. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Fngland's wealth is placed at $60,-
000,000,000.
Battle BiliciuMese, besiege Malaria,
break up Chill* with C. C. C. Certain
Chill Care, the pleasant remedy. lie
Curet No Pay! Lams bottles fifty
mats. Sold by Jit. C. Hardwick.
sse-
I re 1 and reports 5580 abandoned
acres in a year.
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What Kentuckians Say
About the
RECTROPOISE
The Electropoles ha. been a positive
benefit to me. J. H. Liodesberger,
President Merchants' National Bank,
Louisville.
My confidence in tbe Electropotee
grows stronger the more I see it.
Rev. W. W. Evans, Carrolton.
I look upon the Electropoise as the
means God has given us to cure dis-
eases accordance with nature's
laws. Mies Susan Edge, Lexington.
Nothing has ever helped me so
much. W. T. Matheny, Lexington.
I am astonished at its work.
Henry Gilbert, Lexington.
Do not hesitate to recommend the
Klectropoise.
W. G. Graham, Lexington.
The Electropoise will cure many
cases of disease where nothing else
Will. It has worked like a charm in
my family.
Rev. Geo. H. Moms, Covington.
It is certainly a wonderful instru-
ment, and it is more wonderful how
it does It. work, yet it does it.
T. R. C. Brinley.
(The veteran plow manufacturer of
the Werth), Louisville.
The ICloaropotoo has been such a
maul thing about the house that we
can not do without it.
Frank F. Waller.
Lawreneeburg, formerly New Castle.
Several of my acquaintances have
derived much benedt from the use of
the Eleetropolae.
J. Guthrie Coke, Russellville.
The 'Poise has cured me of kidney
and liver trouble. J. P. Savage,
511 E. Gray street, Louisville.
The Klectropoise has been a great
relief to me.
Rev. T. B. Miller,
The neat !Insolee has proved a great
boon to 030.
E. Crochet, Cbristiansbarg.
I would rather have Zlectropolee
than Hot Springs for rhea matfett'.
A. H. liarehell, North Fork.
It is small but great.
T. A. Dowden, Franklinton.
There is wonderful good in it.
J. S. Callaway, Smithfield.
The wosder-woridag gem.
Rev. W. F. Wyatt, ?Corning View.
I speak advisedly about the wonder
working of the Blectropelee no I have
practiced medicioe many years.
Rev. D.H. hfarimon,Pittaburgh,Ky.
If you will send your name, or that
of some invalid friend, we will send
you eoplee of letters from the above
parties and from hundreds of others;
le you knew from every sect-loftpeopl
and other States testifying to
the cerative powers of Klectropoiee.
Addrbes, DUl3OIS & WEB/3,
Louisville, Kr.
HIS AFFIDAVIT.
It Will Make People Be-
lieve His Wonderful
Story.
Subscribed to by one of New
York's Most Prominent
Justices.
Here is the Whole Patter Exactly as
it Happened.
State of New York,
County of Washington.; 8.
Lucien Rodd of Whitehall, N. Y.,
being by me duly sworn, deposee and
says that some years ago he suffered
very greatly with Insomnia, nervous
prostration and his body was covered
with sores, causing him great pain
and annoyance. That his head was
so covered with sores that he was
hardly able to comb or even brush
his hair, so great was the pain it oc-
maimed.
That he consulted the local phyel-
clans without successful result; that
he took quant lee of medicine with no
Mutat whatever; that physicians
told him his disease was incurable
and be had oome to the same conclu-
sion himielf and had made up his
mind to go to hospital and await
&patio.
That jist about this time he learn-
ed about Dr. Ureene's Nervura blood
and Wye remedy, which he began
to use. That this reloads entirely re-
Hayed and cured him, healed and
dried up his sores, enabled him to
sleep soundly and comfortably, and
restored him to his ordinary vigor
and vitality, in short, made a sound
and well man of him so that he was
fully able to work at his occupation,
and has done so since that time.
That he attributes his recovery to
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
remedy, as It restored him when ev-
erybody and everything elm had fail-
XL ROLM
ed and he had been given over to go
to the hospitel and die.
Mr. Rodd makes this statement vol-
untarily and cheerfully out of sincere
gratitude for what the remedy has
Wrought for him.
LUCIEN RODD.
Subscribed and sworn to before nie
this 15th day of January, A. D , 1893,
and I certify the affiant to be a credi-
table and reliable person whose state-
ments may be accepted with confi-
dence and implicitly relied upon,
baring known him personally for the
Last twenty-five years, and that I
have no interest, direct or indirect,
immediate or remote in this matter.
HON. WILLIAM H. THEFT.
( Notary Public lo and
I for said county and State,
I sear. j residing at Whitehall,
where this deposition was
taken and executed.
Dr. Greeoe's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy is purely vegetable and
is sold by druggist' for $1.00. As is
proven by the wonderful cure of Mr.
Rodd, it is the very best medicine
possible to take for the blood, nerves,
liver, kidneys, etc. It is the discov-
ery and prescription of Dr. Greene of
36 W. 14th street, New York, the
meet successful  *pedal id ID curing
nervous and chronic diseases. The
doctor can be consulted free, person-
ally or by letter.
Roumania leads Europe in illiterate.
German Economical Biaing.
None better. Quart for tea cents.
Plater contents of package in a quart
of rain or sort water, and bibs ready
km use. Acknewledged by the
housekeeper to be the cheapest and
beet Bluing made. Price 10 cents
Ter sale by dealers everywhere. If
not obtainable in your city, send 10c.
In "tamps for a package postpaid;
Carlstadt Medicine Couipaey. Ev-
ansville, Ind.
The water supply of the City Hall,
Fire Deparumeet and scaool Qutn-
toy, Ill., was shut off because the city
disputed a bill of $2,50.
To The Po bite.
We are glad to inform our custom-
ers that we have accepted the agency
tot the Carlsbad' Medicine Co's.
great German Remedies-notable
Liver Poweder and Syrup. As these
preparations are fruits of long years
of study both in Germany and this
country of prominent physicians, the
formula of which has been secured
by them, for which they cheerfully
reocommend them for biliousness,
oonstipation, piles, sick headache,
Indigestion &c. The Carietedt Med.
loins Co. request us to guarantee
their remedies or refund your money
where satisfaction is not given. For
delicate ladies and children they
highly reccommend their Syrup. We
have resolved a liberal supply of
both Syrup and Powder samples,
which we will distribute free to the
pablic. Regular pries of the Syrup
Vlo. and WOO.
R. C. Haanwicu.
Mies Mary Clancy, indieted for em-
bezzlement and forgery at Menphie,
Tenn., will eacapeon on the farmer
charge on a legal technicality.
GERMAN LIVER POWDER.
A sure and effectual cure for all
diseases • Dyspepsia, Costiveness,
Liver CompBent, Fever and Ague,
Bilious Feeds, Nervous and Sick
Headache, Diarrhcea and Dyeentery,
of a Bilious Type, Impurity of the
Blood, Dropsy, Boils, Melancholy,
Heartburn, Jaundice, Nervousness,
obstructed Menstruation, also a pre-
ventive and cure of Piles said
Bilious Diseases generally.
This is no violent purgative, but
simply a vegetable osn.tpounded
which has produced wotot,rful cures
after other remedies failed. It will
not gripe, sicken or nauseate, as most
liver or purgative medicines. Put
up in packages at 25 cents. Sample
bottles free. For sale by it. C. Hard-
wick.
Toe "pen nsy " has 3,000 locomotives.
PILIES OR HEMORRHOIDS.
This uncomfortable disease is the
direct result of constipation. The
hard matter in the intestines presage
upon the veins and finally engorges
them in certain places with blood.
Whosoever has suffered from piles
knows how painful and troublesome
they are. To cure them we must
abolish the cause, which is constipa-
tioa. The patient and intelligent use
German Liver Powder will do it.
In old and chronic cases some little
time may be required, but the good
result is sees to follow. Price 26c at
R. C. Hardwick's.
California reports 0,00-pound fish.
LIVER COMPLAINT.
Liver complaint it a term used to
designate • special disease of the Liv-
er, as distinguished from diseases ce-
sultind from derangement of the liv-
er. The liver is the great purifying
agent of the system, sod when. it be-
muses didiessed It deranges,the action
of the stomach, bowels and blood
vessels. This is why a liver medi-
cine like Caristedt's German Liver
Syrup is recommended for so many
different disease.. Price 60o and $L
per bottle at R. C. Hardwiek's drag
store. Sample free.
Worlds hop crop, 9,000,000 pounds.
All Broken Down.
Is it not sad to see se many young
men every day of whom this can be
said? Young Mall, take my advice.
Stop all indiscretions which you
have practised, keep good hours, re-
tire early, and build up your shatter-
ed system by using Sulphur Bitters,
which will cure you.-Ous Pnysz-
CIA N,
DM. K N ENS ,or Litit:oa HABIT
Cured at Home is Ten Days By
Administering Dr. liaines' Gol •
den Tpecitle.
can he given in a glees of beer, a
cu of coffee or tea, or in food, with-
out the knowledge of the patient. It
is perfectly harnulese,`and will effect
a permaneet and speedy cure, wheth-
er the patient is a moderate drinker
or a alcoholic wreck. It has been
given in thousands of cases, aud in
every instance a perfect cure has fol-
lowed. It never fails. The @intern
once impregnated with the specific, it
becomes au utter inipoesibility for
the liquor appetite to exist. Cures
guaranteed. 48 page book of partic-
ulars free. Address the tioldein
Specific Co., 185 Race street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. wlyr
Peanut culture emp:oys 95,000 acre..
S. J. Chandler, Richmond, Va.,
writes: "No one can afford to be
without B. B. B. who wishes an ap-
petite. I could scarcely eat a single
biscuit for breakfast, but since tak-
ing B. B. B. I clean the whole table,
so to speak.
Jspin has 22,000 cotton operatives.
Free Rallroad Fare.
Cut this notice out of the NEW
ERA and bring it with you when you
come to the Hagey Institute of Bowl-
ing Green, to be cured of the liquol
or morphine habit, and we will re-
fund your railroad fare. We guaran-
tee a cure in eeery case.
HAOKY INSTITUTE,
flowlina Green Ky.
-•••-•••■11.
A Suffering Country.
Mrs. Snarl-The papers soy that rue
set shoes are going out of fashion.
Mr. Snarl (who has two pairs on hand)
-Huh! That's the way things go in this
,onntry. I'll bet the Ita:ian bootblack.
log monopoly has subsidized the /Ives.-
New York Weekly.
Arc You Sick?
Consult
Your
Physician
If he can't cure you,
write to the Specialist of all
chronic diseases,
Dr, F. h. Norris,
Of Cincinnati. Ohio-
Thirty-five years of active and suc-
cessful practice will enable me to ef-
fect cures by mail in most cases,
where your local doctors fail.
Describe your case minutely and
state age and occupation. All com-
munications private. Charges: Six
dollars per month, medicines (sent
post prepaid) included.
For all Lung. Nervous and Catar-
rhal Troubles, Female and Private
Diseases Address, Residence, 1459
Madison Avenue, Covington, Ky.
Take The
tvaavillo !lotto,
-The Favorite Line To-
a VI I 0
And all points in the NORTH and
NORTHWEST.
Remember this line has two elegant
trains daily between Atlanta
and Chicago,
No. 8.
Lv, Atlanta W. & A. 10:30 a in 8:20 pm
" Chattanooga N. C.
& St. I.. 3 700 p m I:07 a m
Nashville. I. A N. 7:20 pm 6:11a in
'• Evaruiville, E.
Ti!. I.20 am 1:07. p m
" Terre Han' e. C.
E. I. 6:56 a in 4:27 p m
Arrive Chicago 9:47 am 5:40p In
Train No. ft, "Chicago A Atlanta Limited,-
Ls &solid vestibuled train with Plidinan Sleep-
ers and day e Aches. A dining car Is attached
to the train at Danville, enabling the paasen-
gen to get their breakfast enroutc. This
train also has through sleepers from Jackson-
ville, Fla. and Memphis, Tenn. to Chicago.
Train N. 01, .World's Pair Special," rune
solid between Atlanta and Chicago, and is
equipped with elegant Pullman Parlor Buffet
Cars,
H. L. angers, A. G. Palmer,
S. Paso. Agt., G. P. A., E. T. H. R.
Chattanooga, Tenn. Evansville, lud.
Twenty-Seventh
Hopkinsville, Phcenix
Hotel.
Tharsky,lovienr
iiisworksilows For HRH
DR. APPLEMAN,
-OF-
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
EYE,
EAR,
NOSE,
THROAT,
CHRONIC,
AND--
Nervous Diseases.
Consultation,
Examination &
Opinion FREE
TO ALL.
Save
Paying
Doctors'
_Bills
B.B.B. BIBOOOTDANBIACLIA
TP4C GRCAT REMEDY
- F94 ALL BLOOD AND SKIN DISEASES -
=?Iriithc.'11n• sad Ow I : pit
fitliyis to
envy qaiIy tad 
SCROFULA, ULCERS, ECZEMA,
RHEUMATISM. PliPLES, EROPTIONS,
sad ail manner of ?ATOM, IMF. Mao and
RCWWIlhi 84'eles. In•miably cures the riost
leass Monet dams* if directions are f'
Pries pre boaisi. banes for 16. For
vele y
SEliTilryrRIE wintaariCirrezs.
lit.000 RAGA CO., Atlaida.
For sale by R. C. Hardwick.?
Mississippi
Valley
Route,
TIME Cel 4.1.) OF THE C. ,O. A S.
W. It. H. CO.
THA INN (1018ili Era.
,Loulavills Ky., to is, 'I tom
Stations. No.6 No. 7
wei.v III, ....1:Se • tu 7:40 p tu
Lard... 511., a to call P i.
linty -am ap'gs..n.021u a m
ltocitoort . imAtip zu
CetiLfu• k- it, .. 14ito p in 12:ie • in
NorGniy ome.. 4: 8 p ai PI :rie a nu
Liew•ou .... 2:47 p in 1.A1 a n,
Priv:beton  il:t1,, in Ewe in
Paducah.   6:Ju p m k:su a zu
ru1143°"-- • flu: ib p iu 6:2t) • oi
Paducah J'ne iti: le p nu a ara a in
Rives  II:16 p iii 5:47 a ai
Newbern.... e:Str a in
Dyeraburg..- Cob a tu
Covington__ 8:10 • in
Memphis s :Sti a si
ritailvii twist.. EAST.
8:15a na
ill 11,
11:A, a ti
•me
liii p no
ii :41 p
I "Is p ra
1:40 p se
SAS p
6:to pa
Memphis, Tenn.. to Louisville, Ky.
Stations No.2
Mewpois a:6o a in
1..ovington iti:Su a an
Dyersburg 11:tai ii
New berm . 12:L2 p
River  1:17 p in
Pad ucati June 1 21u p
Fulton p ou
Pa 1ucah • "uo p ur
Princeton .. p
DeWson
Norton
Central city..
Rockport .
Urayeou bp's,*
Comtism . .
Louisville
No.
":6.5 a ru,".
3:4ra ru
4:Uu s in
5:5) 5.0
S:411. a in
a to
11:Xy em
11:5. a um
11:56 p it
p U7
,210 p iii
8:40 p an
4:26 p in
p us
No. 11
8 p ni
7.16 p in
k:Ss p tr.
6.45p u
10 410 p
9:44
10:014
11:3u p
I:15 a m
• • n
ir
1:14.1 a ts
I:52 a •
7 :se a a
Al Cecilia connection is matte with the
Hodgenville & Elizabethtown Branch to
Elimatietiliown and Hodgenville
At Grayson Springs counectloa Is mad,
with stages for the Springs.
heaver Darn train connects witt. stage lin
Hartiord, Morgantown., itocMister, Crum wel
and Logansport., Ky.
Central Ca) 
--connection for Owensbon
and ktueeellville.
Princetem-ouuneetIon for Hopkinsvill,
Henderson, k.vatiaville and all volute oh link
V alley Railway.
At Kuttawa connection is made with boat.
for all points on Lo ber.and river
Con neCtioti made direct at Paduc.ah for St
Louis and 511 points beyond via ed Louis •
Cairo Short Line.
Connection made at Fulton with 11 nob
Gentrai 'Air all points on that road • yl for
Littera°, at. Louis, New Urinous end all ante
lu south.
Connection made at Memphis for Mouth Sine
West and eli Mississippi river steamers.
r'br flintier Infortnetion call on or address
,igent Oimiu Valley Hall. ay at Hopkinaville.
Ky., oi W. H. P ILO
haul Passenger Agt. N. N. & M. V Ou.,
Lon lerille. Ky.
Effect from July 17th MIL
TIME CARD
-OF Tk1E--
Qiio
:NORTH KO 'MAID&
riik. ••xpreca, Mixed.
Hopkinaviim ... .. 6 :MU a iiii Coo p ny
Gracey 6,16 am 4:441 p in
Cerulean Springs 7:tlu am 6:10 pie
Ar Priucetun  7210 sin 6:10 pa
Lr Princehou 7 "40 a In fg • ,
PedUCleil ii.J7iam, pi
Memphis.... .. ...... 4:46 p mt
Lv Princeton 
Marion
Sturgis 
Morgan Said 
Hendereen
Evansville 
......
Mall &
Expreea.
8:20 pm
721 pui
11:11 p
.10:02 p in
.1u p to
11 p
SOUTH SOUND TIL•188,
Mail&
Express. Mixed.
Evansville 1010 cm  8 111 pin
A r Priuccbin 3•06 pm 18:65 am
Lv Princeton ... .6:15 pm a iru
utrulean Springs ..6 63 pin 7.61 a in
Gracey ..7:11 p in .8:17 a rs
Hopkinsvilia ........7:36 p in 845 a no
Mail and Express from flopkinsville al
8:51 M. runs build Memphis, making close
connection with the "I o.ton ltell" anti No
Pacitic systeue for all points Texas and the
South
With the Kc.S .n.at 01.10r Missouri and South.
ern Kansas points, Kansas Cit), Venv..r anti
all points
Connection cede at Evansville with the Z.
& T. , L. E. & St. c. • N R. its, earl
Onto river steamers
Connection is inside at De Koven with Ohl*
river steamers for North and South.
Connection made at Henderson with the L
St. L. & T., L. & N. it. Ka. and Ohio river
steamers.
Drawing. room chair and sleeping cars ere
run from Evansville to Memphls on trait.
Noe. er2 and 7, and from Memphis to Keen.
vulleon trains Noe. and IC..
For further Information call on or address
Agent ol Ohio Valley Railway at Hoplitam-
•ilic Ky.. or T. B LYNCH,
heel Passenger A g't. N. N. & H. V. Co.
Louisville. Ky
Summer  
Excursion Rates
- -VIA THE- -
C. 01 & S, W. R. II, Co
COAL!
CALL ON-
m n z
For Coal. lie can sell you the best Lump Coal in the
city just as cheap as others char5e you for Inferior coal.
If you want a load of rocks don t buy coal from Metz.
Rocks are scarce down his way.
SAMUEL HODGSON
Manufacturer and importer of
Italian Marble Tablets
And Statuery. Scotch,
Sweed and the most
desirable East ern
Granite Monuments.
4, years experience enables u. to say we lead
in this section in our line. None but the best
material used. Mr. F. M. Whitlow is our solici-
tor for work.
I Millinery Millinery
Afr STOCK IS COMPLETE IN EVERY UNE!
Plumes, Tips, Feathers, Wings, and shapes of all kinds
and styles. No other house in the city has the
assortment I have! My stock of RIBBONS is
large and consists of all the novelties of the season.
Gloves, Corsets and Hosiery; Stamped Linens
and Wash Silks. 1:arGivE ME A CALL.
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
COR. 9TH & MAIN.
J. H. and VI, Pe Erna,
(Successors to John R. Green A Co. and G B Webb ,
-DEALERS IN-
Agricultural Implements,
Seeds, National and other brands of Fertilizers, Saddles
and Harness, the Celebrated Columbus and other popular
Buggies, McCormack Binders and Mowers, Studebaker,
Old Hickory and Tennessee Wagons, pringfield, Peerless
and Advance Engines and Threshers; Hay Loaders;
Thomas and Daisy Hand and Horse Dumps; Rakes; tar
Wind Mill, steel and Wood Wheel and Towers; the Cele-
brated Oliver Chilled Plows and 'John Dun, Blue Beard
and Red Jacket Plows; Desc and All Purpose Harrows;
Buckeye and Hoosier Grain Drills. Also handle full line
of Fancy Hardware.
We propose to keep everything in the way of Imple-
ments of the best quality needed by the farmers, from a
Bolt to an Engine, as nearly as possible, and by fair deal-
ing we hope to merit their patronage.
We have associated with us C. B. Webb, the popular
Harness, saddle and Buggy man. Call on us and we will
try to please you.
J. IL Winfree, J. B. Walker.Salesmen: A. S. White, Geo. T. llerndon
I. F. ELLIs. Book-keeper.
Worla's Fair Muslim Tickets 
VIA A NUMBER OF
,ATTRACTIVE ROUTES
offering the
QUICKEST TIME
and BEST SERVICE
NOW ON SALE.
LOW EXCURSION RATES to al
SUMMER RESORTS
NORTH EAST and WEST.
CHEAP EXCURSION TICKETS to
CRITTENDEN SPRINGS, 
DAWSON SPRINGS
CERULEAN SPRINORI
 
(MATSON SPRINGS.
SPECIAL EXCURSION TICKETS
AT REDUCED RATES.
Will be on Rale from all stations to staReos
within • diRtance of L'ty miles on each
Sunday math September 311th IAA.
-•-•-•••-•••
If you have In mind • trip tor health. pleas-
ure or ['witness, do not purchase a ticket anti,
you have called on or written an agent of the
Newport News and Mississippi Valley Co.
L. F. DA T. FL LYNC
Traffic Matiager A U P.
Choice
Investments.
Globe Building & Loan
Company,
Louisville, - - Kentucky
Attention is invited to the choice
investments offered by the prepaid
and full paid stock of the Globe
Building & Loan Co. Forty ($40.)
prepaid stocks, nets the holder one
hundred ($100) at maturity. Fifty-
five ($55) dollar prepaid stock pays
semi-annually a dividend of 3 per
cent. in cash and one hundred dol-
lars at maturity. One hundred dol-
lars full paid guaranteed stock pays
a cash dividend semi-annually of
34 per cent. and is withdrawable at
any time after one year from the
date of the certificate. Examina-
tion of the above line of investments
will prove them to be unquestion-
ably safe in character and unsur-
passed in profit. For further infor-
mation call on or address,
CALLIS & WALLACE,
Real Estate, Collecting
and Insurance Agency.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
CO 12119. cs 4152
Two Doors North of
Court House.
Wood's Pliosphodoci
The Great English Remepy.
Promptly •nd per-
manently cure, all
iorms of Nervous Weak
F.:rnissione, Sperm-
atorrhes, Impotency
and all effects of A buse
or Ezceeses. Been pre-
scribed over AC years in
thouaands of eases; lithe
Del 1,re a,..1 rilter:- only Reliable and Hon.
eat Medicine known. ask druggists for
Wexler', Phiaphod I ne ; lie offers sortie worth
lens medicine in the place of this, leave his
dishonest store, Inclose price in leiter, and we
will mend by return mail. Price, One package
$1; six. IS. One will please, six will cure
Pamphlets in plain sealed envelope, utamps
Address, THE WOOD CHEMICAL CO.,
181 Woodward Avenue Detroit Mich.
Sold In HopkInsville by R. C. Aardwick
Gaither Wallace, and druggiata every
where.
WORLD'S FAIR, CHICAGO.
Calumet Avenue and Sith Street
HOTEL - - tz=r;ftbn.-8:,"arsTl  oorrut'
American and Ku samisen
UNCROFT txt gam Tz.
Stove Headquarters
We went into the stove business merely to supply th•
trade with something superior in the Heating and Cooking
Stove line, We searched the markets of the United
States tor the bebt range manufactured. We offer you the
tilluEsTle
As that range. Every lady to whom we have sold one
adds her quota of praise to the fine reputation of this
stove.
THE ROUND OAK
Is the Heating Stove for the people. Call and examine
our large stock of these and cheaper stoves
MBES BRO.
Fulton Avenue Brewery
EVANSVILLZ, IFD.,
LAGER AND PART IIEEII
Made from pare Malt and Hops Watranted Strictly Pure
Kent in Ouentities on Ice and Can be Furnish-
ed on Short Notice.
Ben Long, Agit HoPkinville, By.
MUSIC BOX
GIVEN AWAY.
Every dollars worth of goods purchased of Morris Co-
hen gives purchaser a guess at a stand of wheat The
person who guesses nearest the exact number of grains
will be presented with a grand Music Box which plays
eight tunes. It does't cost anything to look at the mus-
ic box.
Morris CohenS
?lain St., next door to let National Bank.
H R. LITTK I I., President. E. 111. lee President. W. T. TANDY, t
CITY 3:3-4.1NTI-C.,
Cases 'Nor ibex •11. e.aaal lrgaiaaa earawate.
CAPITAL $60,000.00. SURP1.114 $60,000.00.
U./DIVIDED PROFITS $6,000.00.
This Heel Deers its Servicell To The Public as a Sate Pepesitery•
THEY WASH THEIR CLOTHES
WITH
:Oa . CLAIR
elk .11 ETTE;at 4
SOAPAll 4
Tiles 
wiieseoeysret ti Cl
MADE ONLY BY
RKFAIRBANK&CO. ;
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THE GROCER
GEORGE W. YOUNG
MANUFACTURER OF
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Slate And Iron Roofing,
Guttering and all kinds of Job Work,
Seventh Street,
- KY"
CAR LOAD LOTS
SHINGLES,
FLOORING
AND CEILING
Cbl•T 11.A.1%711C1
.J. 11. 113A.GrOr.
C. 11. LAYNE,
Suocssor to ,Polk Canslu,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE, 
Corner Ith and V 'rel. ta
81a.. Illop•ta•ville. RN
limed rigs, with sad without drivers, fursished day or night. alpeeral rates to Commercia
stem Ire-prod t and commodious; good lot room adjoinIad. Nice welting room he
sass.
Spacial Attentiol Given to &aiding Horses.
Bethel Female College
-
-Fortieth-THOBOUGHNESS.-Forfieth session opens Septem-
Nine teachers from the very best colleges and conservato-
course of study. Modern methods of instruction. Refined
rses0 .r tutpit
Christian home. Elegant building: had $10,000 spent on it recently. ,
Health and location unsurpassed. Graded course for diploma in music.
Art and Elocution by best teachers. Only school in Western Kentucky
devoted exclusively to the education of young ladies. Equal to any
school in the State. REV. T. SIMPSON McCALL, A., President.
HES AN ARTISTemomm
It
-AND au
ommimmilOUR CUTTER
It you want to see an elegant assort
ment of imported suitings, vestings and
pantings, don't forget the
Cbicl JECcales,131.e• 1-101X.M4E,
Our workmen are of the very finest Artist and we re-
spectfully invite you to call and inspect 011.1 „NUBBY line __
and get prices that will astonish you, for the next 30 -days,
Yours Truly,
N. TOBIN-
‘1,
cair, • lifials.
"
,i-EVAySOLLE; IND.
Ferd Selma), Agt
0l You Wear Clothes?You Want Them to Fit?1 You Want The Best?
GORMAN & SON ‘
-HAVE TIIK LARGEST AND BEST SELECTION -
FALL and WINTER SUITINGS!
And will Guarantee Ziatit,factiun.
Goods and Prices.
Call and Examine
GEO, 11 MATTINGLY CO.
DISTILLERS
Kentucky SUNSHINE Whiskey,
AND WHOLESALE
----Dr.ALERS IN 
ANHAUSER -BUSCH BEER
OWENBORO KENTUCKY
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